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1. Introduction. A number of authors have considered the problem of

determining the homology of cyclic products. The homology of all such prod-

ucts with rational coefficients was found by Richardson [17]. For p a prime,

the homology modulo p of p-fold cyclic products was determined by Richard-

son and Smith [18]. More recently, Nakaoka [16] determined the cup prod-

ucts and Steenrod operations for this same case. The integral homology of

2-fold cyclic products was found by S. K. Stein [23]. His method was ex-

tended to p-fold cyclic products for prime p by Yoshioka [27]. The method

does not give induced maps or cup products.

I will present here a method for calculating the homology, with arbitrary

coefficients, of 77-fold cyclic products for all n, not merely for the case where

77 is a prime. The construction used is natural up to homotopy and so permits

the determination of the map of this homology induced by any map of the

original space. In particular, if we have a diagonal chain map for the original

space, we can find one for the cyclic product and so can compute cup prod-

ucts.

In applying this method, it is not necessary to assume that the spaces in-

volved are finite complexes. In fact, the method applies to any semisimplicial

complex, finite or not.

In the case where the ground ring is a field, I will give an explicit natural

formula for the cohomology ring of the cyclic product in terms of the co-

homology ring of the original space (see §21).

Throughout this paper, the symbol UK" will denote the ground ring

which I will assume to be either the integers Z, or a field. Many of the results

will be seen to hold over much more general rings. A notable exception, how-

ever, is Lemma 16.2 on which the proof of the fundamental Theorems 6.2

and 12.1 is based. The method, with K = Z, yields a free chain complex hav-

ing the homology of the cyclic product. By tensoring this complex with any

abelian group or ring, we can find the homology with arbitrary coefficients as

well as cup products and Bockstein operations with arbitrary coefficients.

The method is based on the theory of universal maps. Since this theory

has not previously been developed in the context of categories and functors, I

will devote §2 to an exposition of this theory.

The method used here is a generalization of that used in my Princeton

Doctoral Thesis (May, 1957) to compute the homology of 77-fold cyclic

products for prime 77. The present results were announced in [25].
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2. Universal maps. In this section, I will develop the theory of universal

maps [l; 19] in the context of categories and functors.

Let ffi and (B be categories. I will denote by M(A, A') the set of maps

f:A—+A' in ft and similarly for (B. Suppose that for each pair of objects A

in ffi and B in (8 we are given a set M(A, B). I will call M(A, B) the set of

ffi(B-maps from A to B and write/: yl—>£ instead of/6M(A, B). Suppose also

that for every A, A'E& and B, £'6®, we are given functions

M(A', B) X M(A, A') -> M(A, B),

M(B', B) X M(A, £') -+ M(A, B).

I will refer to these as compositions and write them in the usual way. They

will be assumed to satisfy the following two conditions.

(a) Composition is associative. In other words, if a, a' are maps in ffi,

B, B' are maps in (B, and / is an ffiCB-map, then (Bf)a = B(fa), (B'8)f = B'(8f),
and (fa)a' =f(aa') whenever these compositions are defined.

(b) It f: A-+B, then fiA=f and isf=f where iA and is are the identity
maps of A and B.

We can now define universal maps.

Definition 2.1. An ffiCB-map u: A—>B is called right universal if, whenever

/: A—+B' is an ffiCB-map with domain A, there is a unique map g: B^>B' in (B

such that/ = gw.
Dually, we say u is left universal if, whenever/: A'—>B is an ffi(B-map with

range B, there is a unique map g: A'—^A in ffi such that/ = «g.

I will now show how to define a functor in terms of universal maps. As-

sume that for each object A 6ft, there is a right universal ffiffi-map u: A—>B.

For each A 6 ft, choose some particular right universal ffi ©-map uA: A —>B

and define T(A)=B. If a: ,4-^4' in ffi, define T(a): T(A)^T(A') to be the
unique map in (B such that T(a)uA = uA>a. Because of the uniqueness condi-

tion in the definition of universal maps, we see immediately that £ is a co-

variant functor from ffi to (B. The collection of chosen universal maps uA

may now be regarded as a natural transformation from the identity functor

to £.

Suppose now that we make different choices u'A:A—>T'(A) for the uni-

versal maps. This gives us a new functor £'. For each A 6 ffi, define

r\A: T(A)~^T'(A) to be the unique map such that r\AuA = u'A. In the same way,

define v'A: T'(A)—>T(A). The uniqueness property now implies that vA and

rfA are natural transformations and are inverses. Consequently, T and T'

are naturally equivalent. In fact, the natural equivalences are canonical (i.e.

uniquely defined).
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We can easily dualize the above construction by assuming that each ob-

ject BE® has a left universal ft(B-map uB: TiB)—>B. This defines a functor

T: (&—>ft. Note that P is still covariant.

The reader will easily supply the proper categories ft and (B for each of the

examples in [l] and [19]. The direct sum and direct limit functors can easily

be characterized by means of right universal maps, while the direct prod-

uct and inverse limit functors are characterized by left universal maps.

The theory of adjoint functors [13] may also be developed within the

framework of the theory of universal maps. Let ft and (B be categories and

S:(S>-*(x a functor. Define the set MiA, B) ol ftffi-maps by MiA, B)

= MiA, 5(P)) with the obvious compositions. Suppose every object .4Gft

has a right universal ftffi-map uA: A —> T(A). Define cp: il7(P(^4), B)

—*MiA, 5(P)) by <p(J) =fuA. It then follows immediately from the definition

of universal maps that cp is a natural isomorphism. Consequently, P is an

adjoint functor of S. Conversely, let T be any adjoint functor of 5. This

means there is a natural isomorphism

d>: MiTiA), B) -» MiA, S(B)) = MiA, B).

Define an ft(B-map uA: A-^TiA) by uA=<piiTU/) where iT(A) is the identity

map of TiA). Then, for all fEMiTiA), B), <p(f) =fuA. Since cp is an isomor-

phism, it follows that uA is right universal. The uniqueness of adjoint functors

[13] now follows immediately from the uniqueness of functors defined by

universal maps.

By dualizing the above construction, we can define 5 starting with P.

An example is given by taking ft to be the category of semisimplicial com-

plexes, <B the category of topological spaces, and 5 the functor which associ-

ates to each space its singular complex. In this case, TiA) is the geometric

realiziation of A as defined by Milnor [14].

The generalization to functors of more than one variable is left to the

reader. For example, the relation Hom(.4, Hom(P, C)) =Hom(yl ®B, C)

leads to a characterization of Horn by means of left universal maps.

3. 77-categories. This section deals with categories in which there is de-

fined a relation with the usual properties of homotopy.

Definition 3.1. An TPcategory is a category ft together with an equiva-

lence relation ~ called "homotopy" on each of the sets MiA, A') such that

~ is a congruence relation in ft. In other words, if /—/' and g^g' then

fgc^f'g' provided fg is defined.

Remark 3.1. This notion should not be confused with the notion of an

^-category [ll, Chapter IV, §9].

Remark 3.2. It is easy to generalize this concept by requiring composition

in ft to be associative up to homotopy but not necessarily strictly associative.

We may also assume that the identity maps in ft are identities only up to

homotopy.

If ft is an 77-category, we can define a quotient category ft* which has the
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same objects as ffi but whose maps are the homotopy classes of maps in ffi.

The identification map J: ffi—>ffi* is obviously a covariant functor.

Definition 3.2. Let ffi be any category and let 03 be an //-category. A

function £: ft—>03 is called a covariant (contravariant) prefunctor if the

composition JT is a covariant (contravariant) functor. Here, J is the quotient

map just defined. We say that £ is a representative of the functor JT.

Remark 3.3. Clearly, £ is a covariant prefunctor if and only if it sends

objects into objects, maps into maps, preserves range and domain, and

satisfies

(a) T(iA)~iT,A) for all objects A 6 ffi,

(b) T(fg)^*T(f)T(g) whenever fg is defined.
Definition 3.3. Let ffi and (B be as in Definition 3.2. Let 5 and T be

covariant prefunctors from ffi to (B. A natural transformation -q: S—>£ is

defined to be a collection of maps r]A: S(A)-+T(A), one for each object

A 6 ffi such that, if/: A-+A' in tt then T(f)r)A~nA>S(f). A natural transforma-

tion of contravariant prefunctors is defined similarly.

Remark 3.4. Each such natural transformation 77 determines a natural

transformation of functors 77*: JS^JT. Conversely, 77* determines 77 up to

homotopy.

Definition 3.4. A natural transformation 77: S—>T of prefunctors is called

a natural equivalence of prefunctors if there is another natural transforma-

tion £: £—>S such that 77a?a—Jru) and £at;a—*,s(.4) for all .4 6®.

Remark 3.5. If 77 is a natural equivalence of prefunctors, then 77*: JS—>JT

is a natural equivalence of functors.

Definition 3.5. Let ffi and (B be £f-categories. A prefunctor T: ffi^CB is

said to preserve homotopy if/~g in ft implies T(f)o±T(g) in (B.

Remark 3.6. This condition is clearly equivalent to the existence of a

functor £*: ft*—>(B* such that J£=£*£ Obviously, £* is uniquely deter-

mined by £.

I will now give a simple example to illustrate these concepts. Let 3 be the

£-category of triangulable (but not triangulated) pairs (X, A) with the usual

maps and homotopies. Let C be the £-category of chain complexes (over some

ground ring K) with chain maps and chain homotopies. Define a covariant

prefunctor C: 3—>6 as follows.

For each (X, A) in 3, choose some triangulation and let C(X, A) he the

chain complex of the resulting simplicial pair. For each map /: (X, A)

—>(F, B) in 3, choose an "algebraic approximation" C(f): C(X, A)^>C(Y, B).

It then follows from well known theorems that C is a covariant prefunctor

which preserves homotopy.

Suppose now that we choose different triangulations and algebraic ap-

proximations, getting a new prefunctor C. For each (X, A) in 3, choose a

chain map r](x,A): C(X, A)^C'(X, A) which is an algebraic approximation to

the identity map of (X, A). Then it is easy to see that 77 is a natural equiva-
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lence of prefunctors. Therefore, any two choices for C are naturally equiva-

lent. As a matter of fact, the natural equivalence 17 is canonical in the sense

that it is unique up to homotopy.

4. A-universal maps. The theory of universal maps may also be modified

by considering maps which are universal up to homotopy. Suppose ft and

(B are 77-categories. Suppose also that for each object A in ft and object B

in CB we are given a set MiA, B) and composition functions as in §2. Suppose

also that we are given an equivalence relation ~, called homotopy, on each

of the sets MiA, B). The compositions will not be assumed to satisfy condi-

tions (a) and (b) of §2 but only the following three conditions.

(a) Composition is associative up to homotopy i.e. if a, a'ECt, p\ j3'G(B

and / is an ft(B-map, then (/3/)a~/3(/a), d8'j8)/~/3'(j8/), (fa)a'c^f(aa') pro-
vided these compositions are defined.

(b) If/: .4—»P is an ft(B-map, then fiAc^f and 7.b/—/•

(c) If a~a', j8~/3', f~/', then fifac^fi'fW.
Definition 4.1. An ft(B-map u: A—>B is right /^-universal if, whenever

f: A—>B' is an ft(B-map with domain A, there is a map /3 in CB satisfying

f~/3M, and any two such maps /3 are homotopic.

Left /j-universal maps are defined dually.

The construction of the functor P given in §2 may now be repeated pro-

vided every object A in ft has a right A-universal map u: A-+TiA). However,

we can only assert that P is a prefunctor. If we make different choices for the

universal maps, there will be a natural equivalence n between the resulting

prefunctors. This 77 is canonical in the sense that it is unique up to homotopy.

An obvious example of a right /(-universal map is given by taking ft to

be an exact category [2, Appendix], letting <S> he the 77-category of injective

right complexes in ft, and defining an ffi(B-map to be an augmentation. An

injective resolution of A is clearly a right ^-universal map. The method I will

use to find the homology of cyclic products is a generalization of this example.

Similarly, we can get a left /Vuniversal map by taking CB to be the exact

category and letting ft be the 77-category of left projective complexes in (B.

A projective resolution is then left ^-universal.

An interesting example of left Zs-universal maps was suggested by J. W.

Milnor. Let 9 be a category of topological groups and continuous homo-

morphisms. We consider only trivial homotopies (i.e. equalities) in g. Let

9C be an 77-category of topological spaces with the usual maps and homo-

topies. For X in X and G in Q, let M(X, G) be the collection of principal

fiber bundles with base X and group G. A "homotopy" in Af(X, G) will be

an equivalence of bundles. Compositions are defined by taking induced

bundles. A left A-universal map u: A—>G is just a universal bundle for G.

Therefore, TiG) will be a classifying space for G.

In the application of the theory to cyclic products, we will encounter h-

universal maps with an additional property.
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Definition 4.2. A right A-universal ffiCB-map u: A—>B is called special if,

whenever/: yl—>£' is an ffi(B-map with domain A, there is a map 6: B-+B'

in (B such that /=Bu (not just/c^/3w).

Special left A-universal maps are defined dually.

Note that B is not assumed unique. It is, of course, unique up to homo-

topy.

In defining the prefunctor T, we will naturally choose special ^-universal

maps uA: A—+T(A) whenever possible and choose T(a) so that T(a)uA = uA>a.

Note that this does not necessarily make £ a functor since T(a)T(a')uA

= T(aa')uA only implies T(a)T(a')~T(aa').

5. Cyclic products. Let Jbea semisimplicial complex [15]. Define X" to

be the re-fold Cartesian product of X with itself. Let tt he a cyclic group of

order n with generator £. This group acts on Xn by cyclic permutation

T(xh ■ ■ • , xf) = (x„, Xl, • • ■ , xn-i).

The re-fold cyclic product of X is defined by

CPnX = X*/t.

In other words, CPnX is the quotient complex of Xn obtained by making the

identifications x~£c for all xEXn.

If A CX is a subcomplex of X, define (X, A)n to be (Xn, Af) where Ao

is the set of (xu • • • , xf) with at least one xtEA. In this case, CPn(X, A)

is defined to be (Xn/ir, Ao/ir). I will state all results for the absolute case

only, the corresponding results in the relative case being exactly the same.

Dold [6] has shown that the homology of CPnX is determined by the
homology of X. His method, however, is not suitable for actually calculating

this homology.

If X is any semisimplicial complex, C(X) will denote the normalized chain

complex of X [15, Chapter III]. Obviously, C(CPnX) =C(Xn)/w. If A is any

£-module, ®M will denote the re-fold tensor product of A with itself. The

group it acts on this by

T(ai ® • • • ® af) = (-l)'an ® ai ® • • • ® an-i

where e = (dim af) (dim Oi+ • • • +a„-i).

The Eilenberg-Zilber map [10, Chapter II, §2; 15, Chapter III]

V: ®nC(X)->C(Xn)

is a 7r-equivariant homotopy equivalence.

If x is any simplex of X, there is a unique nondegenerate simplex y of X

such that x is obtained by applying degeneracy operators to y. I will define

the reduced dimension of x by dr(x) =dim y. The ^-skeleton SkkX is the set

of all x in X with dr(x)^k. It is clearly a subcomplex.
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Define a filtration of Xn by letting $iJ" be the set of (xi, ■ ■ • , xf) such

that ^f]dr(xi) ^k. This is obviously a subcomplex of Xn so there is an induced

filtration of chains $kC(Xn). The definition of the Eilenberg-Zilber map shows

that V maps the ^-dimensional part of ®"C(X) into<I,A;C(A/'n).

The basic property of this filtration is given by the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let tr' be the subgroup of x of order r. Let e be a nondegenerate

simplex of QkXn which is fixed under it'. Then dim e^k/r.

Proof. If e is fixed under ir' it must have the form

\Xl, , Xnjr, Xl, , Xnjr, , Xl, ,  Xn/r).

Since e is in $k, we have r^2dr(xi)^k. Since e is nondegenerate, so is the

simplex (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn/f) in Xn,r and so dim(xi, ■ • • , xn/i) =dr(xi, ■ ■ • , xn/i)-

The required result now follows from the next lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Let Xu ■ ■ ■ , Xn be semisimplicial complexes. Let (xit ■ ■ ■ , xf)

be a simplex of XiX ■ • ■ XXn. Then dr(xi, • • • , xf) ^ y^.dAxj).

Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for h = 2 and then use induction. Let

Xi = sr • • ■ s„, yi and x2 = sPp • • • sP1y2 with yi and y2 nondegenerate and

vq> ■ • ■ >fi, uP> ■ ■ ■ >pi. It is easy to reduce any sequence s,- • • • 5tl to

this form. We merely choose the representative for which ii+ ■ ■ ■ +iq is

maximal. Now, if some Vi = p.j, we can bring s,{ and saj to the left of both ex-

pressions getting Xi = sVizi and Xi = sPjz2. Thus (xi, Xi)=syi(zi, zf). The result

will then follow by induction if it has been proved for elements of dimension

<max dim x,.

Suppose now that sri?±sPj for all i and j. Then dim(xi, xi)=q+dim yi

= p+dim y2 = m say. Now, pp^m — l and vq^m — 1. All p,- and Vj are distinct

and lie in the interval [0, m]. Therefore, p+q^m. But,

2m = (q + dim yi) + (p + dim y2) ^ m + dim yi + dim y2.

Therefore,

m ^ dim yi -f- dim y2 = dT(xi) + dr(x2).

6. The categories. The homology of CP"(X) will be found as follows. The

map V factors through a certain "almost" A-universal map (see §12)

u: ®"C(X)-^F(®"C(X)). This gives V=gu where g: F(®nC(X))^C(X").

We then consider

g/v: F(®nC(X))/T -> C(CP«X)

and show it induces an isomorphism of homology. For computation, we can

replace C(X) by any other £-free chain complex having the same homology.

In order to define the /z-universal map u, we consider some special cate-

gories.
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Definition 6.1. An object of the category CP is a chain complex P over

Kir satisfying the following conditions.

(a) P is free over K and has a basis which is permuted by 7r up to sign.

In other words, P has a P-base {e,} such that if /G7r, then tei= ±ej for

some j.

(b) If ei is a basis element and tet= ±e,- then dim e,- is a multiple of the

order of t. It t^l and the order of / is a power of 2, this multiple is even for

<e,- = e< and odd for tet= — e,-.

The maps in (P are all 7r-equivariant chain maps. The only homotopies in

CP will be the trivial ones (equalities).

Obviously, if M is any P-free chain complex then ®nM is in CP, the base

being given by e^® ■ ■ ■ ®e,n where }e,} is a base for 714".

Definition 6.2. An object of the category fJ is a filtered chain complex

P over P7r. A map in fJ is a chain map over P7r which preserves filtration. A

homotopy in JF is a chain homotopy 5 over Ptt which preserves filtration,

i.e. S^k\F)E^kiF') not just S<i>*(F)C**+i(F')- Obviously C(X*) is in fj, the

filtration being that defined in §5.

Definition 6.3. A CPfJ-map /: P^>F is a chain map over Kir such that

f(Pk) E$k(F) for all k. A CPff-homotopy is a chain homotopy S over Ptt such

that S(Pt) C**(P) for all k.
Note that we require S(P*) C**(F) and not just S(P*) C**+i(P).
Clearly the map V: ®nC(A)->C(Xn) is a CPfJ-map.

We cannot find a universal CPJ-map for every P in CP. It is necessary to

consider subcategories of fJ.

For each prime p, let 7Tj, be the (unique) p-Sylow subgroup of 7r and let Gp

be the (unique) complement of irp in 7r. Gp is the direct sum of the 7r9 for

q^p.
Definition 6.4. Let p be a prime. The category ffj, is the full subcategory

of ff whose objects P satisfy the following conditions.

(a) P has a basis {e,-} over K which is permuted up to sign by 7r.

(b) Each €>/t(P) is generated by some subset of this basis.

(c) If tETTp and Ui= ie^, then te,= +e< (i.e. te< = — e,- cannot occur).

(d) Let ir'EirP have order r. If e,- is a basis element fixed under tr' and

eiE^kiF) then dim e<Sk/r.
We let ffoo be the intersection of all the categories 3P. Lemma 5.1 implies

that C(X»)GtF..
A CPfJ-map/: P->F will be called a CPSp-map if FE$V.

Theorem 6.1. For each prime p, every PES' has a special right h-universal

(P$p-map up: P—>FPiP) having the following additional properties.

(a) up is an inclusion map.

(b) FpiP) has a chain homotopy S over KGP which is 0 on P and which con-

tracts FPiP) to P.
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(c) ("The strong homotopy extension property"). Let gi, g2: £p(£)—>£ be

maps in 5> Let S be a (P$-homotopy between giup and g2up. Then there is an

5-homotopy D between gi and gi such that Dup = S.

This theorem will be proved in §10.

An immediate consequence of this theorem is that we can factor the map

V: ®nC(X)-+C(Xn) as X7=gPup where gp: Fp(®nC(X))^>C(Xn) is unique

up to Sr-homotopy.

This map gp is clearly a natural transformation of prefunctors because a

semisimplicial map /: X—>Y induces a commutative diagram

®*C(X) ̂  C(X»)

1_V       1
®"C(Y)-> C(Y»)

The corresponding diagram with FP applied to ®nC(X) and ®"C(Y)

then commutes up to homotopy by the ^-universal property of up.

Theorem 6.2. (gp/irp)*: H(Fp(®nC(X))/irp)-+H(C(Xn)/rp) is an isomor-

phism.

If re is a power of p, this theorem gives us the required homology

H(CPaX). The general case will be treated in §12 by reducing it to Theorem

6.2. The theorem itself will be proved in §18.

The methods used in proving this theorem also give another result which

will be used in §13. In order to state this result, it is necessary to define a

subcategory (Po of (P.

Definition 6.5. (P0 shall be the full subcategory of <P with objects of the
following forms.

(a) X)    ®n/r (Mi ® Mi+i ® • • • ® Mi+r-i)
i mod r

where M0, • • ■ , Mr-i are disjoint £-free chain complexes. Here r is any

divisor of n, and the subscripts on the M{ are to be reduced modulo r. The

group it acts, as usual by cyclic permutation.

(b) All finite direct sums of objects listed under (a).

Lemma 6.1. If PE<Po and H(P) =0, then H(Fp(P)/irp)=0.

This will be proved in §16.

Remark 6.1. If it' is any subgroup of -w and £6(Po, then £, considered

as a £7r'-complex, is in the category (P0 defined for the group it'.

This remark forms the basis for an inductive proof of Lemma 6.1.

7. Weak injectivity. Let 0: A—>r be a map of rings. Then every T-module

can be made into a A-module by means of 0 [2, Chapter II, §6].
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Definition 7.1. Let Q and A be left T-modules. We say Q is cp-injective

relative to A if the following condition holds for every r-submodule PC-<4.

(*) Let /: P—>Q be a T-map. If / extends to A as a A-map then it also

extends to A as a T-map.

We say Q is cp-injective if this condition holds for all A.

The notion of <p-projective is defined dually.

Definition 7.2. Let Q and A he left T-modules. We say Q is weakly

cp-injective relative to A if the following condition holds.

(**) Let BEA he a sub-r-module which is a direct summand when A is

regarded as a A-module. Then every T-map P—><2 extends to a T-map A—>Q.

We say Q is weakly (p-injective if this condition holds for all A.

Weakly cp-projective is defined dually.

Remark 7.1. Weakly c/>-injective is the same as the notion of (r, cp(A))-

injective of [12]. The absolute notions cp-injective and weakly cp-injective are

easily seen to be equivalent and to be equivalent to the notion cp-injective of

[2, Chapter II, §6]. In fact, Qis imbedded naturally as a A-direct summand of

HomA(r, Q). Therefore, if Q is weakly cp-injective, it is cp-injective in the

Cartan-Eilenberg sense. Suppose now that Q is cp-injective in the Cartan-

Eilenberg sense. If g: A^Q is a A-map extending/: B—>Q, we blow up g to a

T-map g': A—>HomA(r, Q) by g'(a)-(y) =g(ya). Composing g' with the T-

retraction HomA(T, Q)-^Q gives a T-extension of /. This shows that Q is

<p-injective in our sense.

We now generalize the theorem on mapping an acyclic right complex into

an injective right complex [2, Chapter V, Proposition 1.1a].

Proposition 7.1. Let A be a T-module and X a right T-complex over A such

that X has a contracting homotopy which is a A-map. Let Y be a right V-complex

over a T-module B. Then,

(a) If each Y' is weakly qb-injective relative to X\ any T-map f: A-^B ex-

tends to a T-map g: X—> Y.

(b) If each Yi is weakly <p-injective relative to Xi+1, then any T-map g: X—> Y

such that g| A = 0 is T-homotopic to 0 by a homotopy S with S\ X" = 0.

Proof. In (a), suppose g\ Xi has been defined for 7'<?7. Then g is deter-

mined on the image of 5: A"-1—*Xn. The existence of a A-homotopy P con-

tracting X implies that this image is a A-direct summand of Xn. In fact, 8D

is a retraction. Therefore, we can extend g to all of Xn using the weak cp-

injectivity of Y" with respect to Xn.

The proof of (b) is similar.

There is an obvious dual involving left complexes and weak c/>-projectivity.

I will now give some sufficient conditions for relative weak injectiveness

for a particular map cp. As usual, 7r will be a cyclic group of order 77, wp the Sylow

p-group of tt, and Gp the unique complement of irp in 7r. The map in question

is <t>p: KGp-^Kir induced by the inclusion GpE"ir- I will write "^-injective"

in place of "<pp-injective."
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Lemma 7.1. Let Q be a Kir-module which is K-free and has a base permuted

up to sign by tt. Assume irp acts freely on this base. Then Q is p-injective.

Proof. If A and B are £x-modules and /: A~^B is a £-map (not neces-

sarily x-equivariant), the Xp-norm of/ is defined to be Np(f) = ^tft~x, the

sum being over all tE^p- If / is a £Gp-map, then Np(f) is clearly a £7r-map.

I will now show that there is a £Gj,-endomorphism 0 ol Q such that

Np(6) = l (the identity map) (cf. [2, Chapter XII, Proposition 1.1 ]). The

given base for Q falls into orbits under the action of x (ignoring signs for the

moment). Choose one element et- in each orbit. Then Q is generated over K

by the elements xtet with xEGp and tEirP- Define 6: Q-^Q by 0(xei) =xet for

xEGp, and 6(xtef)=0 if tj^l, xEGp, tEirv. Then 6 is a well defined KGP-

map because of the freeness condition and because the orders of Gp and irp

are relatively prime. Clearly Np(d) = 1.

Now, let £ be a £7r-submodule of a £x-module A. Yet f:B—+Q he a

£x-map which is extendible to a £Gp-map g: A—>Q. Define h: A-^Q by

h = Np(9g). Then h is a &-map and h\A=Np(6f) =Np(d)f=f.

Lemma 7.2. Let ir' be any subgroup of irp. Let Q be a Kir-module having a

K-base [e^ permuted up to sign by ir. Assume that if tEirp and tei= +eifor

some i, then tEir' and tei = e,.

Let Abe a Kir-module with all its elements fixed under ir'. Then Q is weakly

p-injective relative to A.

Proof. Let QoCQ be the submodule of elements fixed under tt'. If BCA

and /: £—>(? is a £7r-map, then imfCQo- Consequently, it is sufficient to

show that Qo is p-injective as a £(x/x')-module, because, if £ is a KGp-direct

summand, we can then extend / to a £(7r/7r')-map A—»<2o which will auto-

matically be a £7r-map. I claim that Qo satisfies the conditions of Lemma 7.1.

It is sufficient to verify this in case Q is generated over Kir by a single ele-

ment e. Let tt" be the set of all t in irp such that te = e. Then x"Cx'. But<3,

considered as a £(x/x")-module, is now free with respect to xp/x". The as-

sertion is obvious in this case.

8. Partial p-resolutions. I will now define a special type of right complex.

Let irp he the Sylow p-group of ir and let

(0) (1) w _
u — irp    (_ Xj,    v_ • • • i^_ xp    — xp

be its composition series. Let A he any £x-module and r a non-negative inte-

ger. Regard A as a graded module whose components are zero except in

dimension r.

Definition 8.1. A partial p-resolution of (.4, r) is a right complex IF over

A, indexed as follows

0 -> A -► Wr -► Wr-i -* • • •
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satisfying the following conditions.

(a) IF has a contracting homotopy which is a PG>-map.

(b) Each Wi has a base {ej} permuted up to sign by 7r.

(c) If tEiTp, we cannot have te)= — ej.

(d) Let tEirpk). Then te) = e) if and only if iSr/pk.

Remark 8.1. We may reformulate conditions (b), (c), and (d) as follows:

WE'Sp and irpK) acts trivially on IF,- if iSr/pk.

The filtration used on IF in the statement "WE$P" is, of course, given by

letting $>&W he the complex Wk—>W*_i—> ■ ■ • for kSr. For k>r, we let

$kW=W.

Remark 8.2. Let 7r' be any subgroup of 7r. Then a partial ^-resolution W

of a P7r-module A is also a partial ^-resolution for A if A is considered as a

P7r'-module. This remark is the basis for the inductive proof of Theorem 6.2

and Lemma 6.1.

Remark 8.3. If 7r is cyclic of prime order p and Am is the standard m-

simplex, the complex C((Am, Am)p) is a partial ^-resolution over (Z, pm).

This was the original motivation for the construction to be given in the next

two sections.

Lemma 8.1. 7e/ PGCP. Then, for each r, (PT, r) has a partial p-resolution W

such that Wi = 0 for i<r/ph where ph is the order of irp.

Proof. By definition, Pr has a base {e,} permuted up to sign by 7r, such

that if tet= ±e,- and t generates tt*, then pk\r and tej = e; unless p = 2, tj^l,

and r/2* is odd in which case tet= —e,-. It is clearly sufficient to consider the

case where Pr is generated over P7r by a single element e.

It is sufficient to prove the lemma for the case 7r = 7T3,. For, suppose the

lemma has been proved in this case. We then let P/ be the sub-P^-module of

Pr generated by e. Let Gf he the set of elements g of Gp such that ge= +e,

andletl=gi, • • • , gm be coset representatives for Gp/Gp'. Then Pr is the direct

sum of the P7rp-submodules g,P/. We now take a partial p-resolution W for

P/ as a P7Tj,-module. Take an isomorphic copy of W as a partial p-resolution

for giP/. Call this resolution giW'. The required IF is now the direct sum of

the g/W'. The elements gi of Gp act on W in the obvious way by permuting

the g/W'. If gEGJ, we make g act trivially on Wit ge = e and make it act by

changing all signs if ge= — e. A contracting homotopy for IF' gives a KGP-

homotopy for IF.

We are now reduced to the case where Pr has a single generator e and

7r=7Tj,. In this case, IF will be given by explicit formulas. Let k be the largest

integer such that tEirf implies te= +e. Let IF8 = 0 if s<r/ph. If s^r/p*,

W, will have one generator as with the relations that as is fixed under irPi) if

and only if sSr/p\ Let P generate 7r. Then Tp ' generates 7^. Thus, the

relations on a, reduce to the single relation Tp 'as=a3 where i is the largest

integer such that sS^/pi.
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We must now define the maps e: A-+Wr and d: W,-^>W,-i. There are two

cases to consider.

Case 1. p odd or r/pk even. In this case we define e: A^>WT by

e(e) = (1 + Tp*-* + T2^-" + ■ • ■ + T,-pk-1)>>h-k)aT

and define 3: IF,—>IF,_i by

da. = (Tp*'" - l)a,_i if s — r is even,

da, = (1 + Tp*-" + £2**-* + • • • + r^'-^-'K-

if s — r is odd. Here i is the smallest integer such that Tp     a,-i=a,-i.

Case 2. p = 2 and r/2k odd. In this case, we merely substitute — Tp for

Tp    in the above formulas.

We leave to the reader the trivial verification that these complexes are

acyclic. The existence of a contracting homotopy follows from this and the

fact that im e and im d are £-direct summands (because e(e) and da, are

combinations of basis elements with integral coefficients whose g.c.d. is 1).

Remark 8.4. The main difficulty in extending the theory to noncyclic

groups x is that of constructing a complex analogous to the above IF.

Remark 8.5. Note that if £ has no basis element fixed up to sign under

Xp' then neither has W.

9. Attaching one complex to another. In this section, I will show how to

replace one of the modules occurring in a complex by another complex. This

is the basic construction used in the proof of Theorem 6.1.

Assume we have again a map of rings 0: A—T1. Let A be a T-complex

• • • —* An+i —> An —* An-i —*•••.

Suppose we are given a right T-complex

0 -> AN -» WN -> Wn-i -» • • •

over An which has a contracting homotopy over A, i.e. a chain homotopy D

over A such that dD+Dd = 1.

Finally, suppose we have a map if/: W-+A of degree —1 making the dia-

gram

0 -» An -* Wn —» WN-i^ • ■ ■

-> An+i —* An —> ̂4iv-i —* An-i —*•• •

commute. Such a map will be called an "attaching map." It will exist if A

satisfies the following condition.

Condition 9.1. For n<N, An is weakly 0-injective relative to Wn+i-

If this is satisfied, the existence of di follows from Proposition 7.1.

We now define a new complex A* by replacing An by IF. Let A* =A„ if
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n>N. Let AN=WN. Let A*=An+Wn if n<N. The boundary operator d*

in A * is defined as follows.

In dimensions >N+1, d*a=da,

In dimension N+l, d*a = eda,

In dimension N, d*w = (yp(w), dw),

In dimensions n<N, d*(a, w) = (da + ( — l)N~"yp(w), dw).

It is trivial to verify that d*d* =0. There is a natural inclusion A EA* of A

as a subcomplex of A*.

This construction has three basic properties given in the next three

lemmas.

Lemma 9.1. .4* has a A-homotopy S, zero on A, which contracts A* to A.

By a homotopy contracting A* to A, I mean a chain homotopy S: A *—>4 *

such that 1 — (dS+Sd) is a retraction of A* on A, i.e. its image is A and it is

the identity map on elements of A.

Proof. Let D be the contracting homotopy for the complex

0-»ilir-»Trjr->Wjf-i-»

Define S\ Wt = D\ Wt for i^N, S\ WN=0, and S\A =0. This obviously has
the required properties.

Lemma 9.2. Let B be a T-complex. Assume that for nSN, Bn is weakly

<j)-injective relative to W„. Then any T-map f: A-^>B extends to a T-map

f*:A*-^B.

Proof. Let/*=/in dimensions >N. In dimension N, letfN be any T-map

Wn—^Bn extending fN: Ak-^Bn- This exists since An is a A-direct summand

of Wn (because of the contracting homotopy). Now, suppose k<N and ff

has been defined for s>k so that 3/s+i =/,3*. Consider the diagram

Wk+i-> Wt+i-> Wk

t+f* *+/*      | g
i i i j   I

Ak+i + Bk+2 —* Ak + Bk+i —* Bk

Here, i and j are defined by

i(a,b) = idaA-ir^+^ + db),

jia,b) = i-l)"-kfia) + db.

The map ip+f* sends w into (yp(w), f*(w)). In case fe = A— 1, the term Wk+2

should be replaced by An and this should be mapped into An+Bn+i by send-

ing a to (a, 0).

It is easy to verify that the diagram commutes and ji = 0. Consequently,
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we can fill in the dotted line with a T-map g. Now, define /* in dimension k

by/*(a, w) =f(a)+g(w).

Lemma 9.3. Let B be a Y-complex. Assume that for each n^N, Bn+i is

weakly (p-injective relative to Wn. Suppose f*, g*: A*—>B are given extensions of

maps f, g: A-^>B. Let S be a Y-homotopy between f and g. Then S extends to a

Y-homotopy S* between f* and g*.

Proof. Let h = / — g, h* = f* — g* so S: h ~ 0. Define a T-homotopy

SZ:A*^B by S0*\A=S,S0*\Wk = Q tor k^n, and S*\ WN = any T-map ex-
tending S|.4iv. Then S*: h*c^h* where h*\A =0. This implies that h*\ W is

a chain map W—+B such that h*\AN = 0. By Proposition 7.1, there is a

homotopy Sj:/** | JF~0 with Si\AN = 0. Define Sf: A*^B by 5?| W=St
and S*\A =0. Then S*: h*c^0. Now set S* = S* + S*. This gives the required

homotopy.

10. Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let PCS'. We will construct FP(P) as the union

of an increasing sequence of complexes FP(P) starting with FP~1)(P)=P.

The universal map u will be the inclusion P = FV~1)(P)CFP(P). Each

Ff(P) will be filtered and, for k^r, ^TFpk)(P) will be independent of ife'and

so will be 4>r£p(£). In addition, for r^k, <bTFpl)(P) will consist of all elements

of dimension ^r. We make the inductive assumption that £*_1)(£) has been

defined and that for r^k—1, <£>rF*_1)(£) has the properties given in the

definition of the category 3>

Let IF(i) be a partial p-resolution of (Pk, k). This exists by Lemma 8.1.

Since ^-iF*-1'^) consists of all elements of dimension ^k — 1 and satisfies

the conditions imposed on &k-i in the definition of the category Fp, we verify

immediately, using Lemma 7.2, that Condition 9.1 is satisfied. The map 0

used here is, of course, 0P: £G>—>£x. We now define F*'(£) to be the result

of attaching JF<*> to Fpk~1)(P) by the process of §9. The filtration on Ff (£)

is determined automatically by the requirements stated in the first paragraph

of the present section. Namely, QrFp® =$rFpk~1) tor r<k while •IvF*' con-

sists of all elements of dimension ?Sr if r^k. It follows from the definition of

a partial ^-resolution that ^kFpk\P) now satisfies the conditions imposed on

$* in the definition of the category 5P because $kFvk) is the direct sum of

cfi-iFp*' and Wik). Therefore, we may iterate the process to get Fpk)(P) for

all k. We then define FP(P) to be the union of all Fpk)(P).

The fact that up: P^>FP(P) is a special ^-universal map and satisfies the

strong homotopy extension condition follows immediately from the results of

§9. For, suppose /: P->A is a (PJF-map and that fik): Ppt)(P)-^A has been

defined so as to preserve filtration. Thenfik): $k+iFP\P)-^$k+iA. The condi-

tions of Lemma 9.2 are clearly satisfied because of Lemma 7.2. Therefore, we

can extend /<*> to/<*+*>: Fpk+1)(P)->A by extending /«>| <!>,+!£«(£) as a map

into $k+iA. It f, g: FP(P)—*A are such that there is a homotopy S:fup^gup,

we extend 5 inductively to a homotopy S':fc^g in exactly the way in which
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we extended /. Here, of course, we use Lemma 9.3 in place of Lemma 9.2.

This proves the strong homotopy extension property. The uniqueness condi-

tion in the definition of ^-universal maps is an immediate consequence of

this property.

We must now show that FP(P) has a PGj,-homotopy S, zero on P, such

that 5 contracts F(P) to P. Assume we have defined such a homotopy

S(*> on Fpt)(P). Let D be a contracting homotopy for W(k+1) over KGP. Then

D\ Wk+i = 0 and so P|.4*+i = 0. Therefore, we can define S<4+1> on Fpt+1)(P)

by S«+1>\ Ff(P) =S<*> and 5t*+1»| W=D. Then S<*+» is zero on P and con-

tracts Ff+1)(P) to P. We let 5 be the direct limit of the S(*>.

This concludes the proof of the theorem. We conclude this section by

observing some further properties of FP(P) which follow immediately from the

construction.

Remark 10.1. Suppose 7r' is a subgroup of 7r. Then the above up: P^>FP(P)

satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 6.1 for the group x' as well as for the

group 7r. This follows immediately from Remark 8.2 and the fact that the

construction of FP(P) over 7r and over 7r' is exactly the same except that we

must choose our attaching maps more carefully over 7r than over 7r' in order to

make them 7r equivariant.

Remark 10.2. Suppose the partial ^-resolutions IF are chosen as in Lemma

8.1. Then the s-dimensional part of Fpt)(P) will be constant for k>phs where

ph is the order of 7Tj,. Consequently, if P and P' are isomorphic in dimensions

Sr, we may choose FP(P) and FP(P') to be isomorphic in dimensions Sr/ph.

Similarly, if two maps P—>F and P'—>F agree in dimensions Sr, we may

choose the factoring maps FP(P)-±F and FP(P')—*F to agree in dimensions

Sr/ph (we are still assuming, of course, that P and P' are isomorphic in

dimensions Sr).

Remark 10.3. When regarded as a filtered module, FP(P) is clearly iso-

morphic to the direct sum ^^(i)- The inductive construction is only needed

to define the boundary operator. The filtration is given by "S^^W^

= Srs* IF(r). The map uP\Pr is just the augmentation e: PT—>IFr(f). Conse-

quently, to determine the module extension PEFP(P), it is sufficient to de-

termine the extensions P, C W?*.

Remark 10.4. If any Pr = 0, we may obviously choose IFCr)=0. There-

fore, if P is zero in dimensions greater than some N, we may choose FP(P)

to have the same property.

11. Transfer theorems. In this section, the groups involved need not be

cyclic.

Suppose 7r is a subgroup of a group II. Let A be a module on which II

operates. There is an obvious quotient map n: A/ir—>A/J1. We now define

the transfer (cf. [2, Chapter XII, §8]) cp: A/JI->A/ir as follows.

The group II is the union of disjoint right cosets n = U7rg,-. If xEA/H,

choose a representative yG-4 of x and let <f>(x) be the element of .4/7r repre-

sented by y^.SiV.
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It is easy to check that 0 is independent of the choice of the representative

x and of the choice of the coset representatives g,-.

Clearly, r;0(x) = [II: ir]x tor all xEA/Il. If x happens to be normal in II,

then II/x acts on A/ir and it is easy to see that 4>n(x) = ^tx for all xEA/ir,

the sum being taken over all tEH/ir.

The maps 77 and 0 are obviously natural.

Now, let (5t be any set of primes. Let C be the Serre class [20] of all tor-

sion groups whose p-primary components are zero when pESi- Let x be a

finite group and let irp be a Sylow p-group of x for each prime p. Let n he the

order of x.

Theorem 11.1. Let A and B be chain complexes on which ir acts. Let

f:A—*B be a w-equivariant chain map. Assume that for each p60t such that

p\n, the map

(//xp)*:£U/xp)-+£(£/xp)

is a ^-isomorphism [20]. Then,

(//»).: B(A/t) -* H(B/t)

is also a Q-isomorphism.

Proof. Let 77P and <pp he the quotient and transfer maps corresponding to

the subgroup xp of x. These maps are chain maps since 77 and 0 are natural.

Let w= \\pT* he the prime factorization of re. Let d be the greatest com-

mon divisor of the numbers n/pr* for p6 &. Then cf is a product of primes not

in Si. Choose integers ap for p6<5t and p\ n such that d= ^flapn/pr".

Yet A'= ^A/irp, the sum being taken over those p such that p\n and

pESl- Define 77': A'-^A/t to be the map having the value rjp on A/irp.

Define 0': A/ir—>A' to be the map whose component on A/irp is apd>p. It is

easy to see that r)'<p'(x) =dx tor all xEA/ir.

In the same way we define £' and its 77' and 0' using the same integers ap

in the definition of 0' which we used for A'.

Yetf':A'^B' be the map induced by/. Then (f/irW = v'f and 0'(//x)
=/'0'. Also, the kernel and cokernel of/*': H(A')^>H(B') are both in Q. Yet

R' = kerff and Q' = ckr/*'. Let £ = ker (//x)* and £> = ckr (//x)*. Then we

have

0* 77*

0* 77*

In each case, the composition is multiplication by d. Since £', Q'EQ, it fol-

lows that £, QE 6. To see this, let xER- Then 0* (x) has finite order k where

no prime in (R divides k. Therefore, dkx = 77* kcpf (x) = 0. But, no prime in (R

divides dk.
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Remark 11.1. If we know that every element of ker/*' has order dividing

some fixed integer k, it follows that every element of ker(//7r)* has order

dividing dk. The same applies to the cokernels.

Remark 11.2. The above proof also yields the following result. If (f/irP)*

is zero mod C for all pGCR such that p\ n, then (f/ir)* is zero mod (3. To see

this, let 7 be the image of (f/ir)* and let 7' be the image of/*'. Then 7'GG

and the above argument applied to 7 and 7' instead of to R and R' shows that

7GC.
The next theorem and its proof are due essentially to Richardson [17].

Suppose 7r is a finite group which acts on a chain complex A. The quotient

map 77: A—*A/ir induces a map 17*: 77(^4)—>H(A/tt). If we let 7r act trivially

on A/it, then 77 is 7r-equivariant and consequently so is 7?*. It follows that 77*

induces a unique map 77* : H(A)/w—+H(A/ir).

Theorem 11.2. Let n be the order ofir. Then n annihilates the kernel and co-

kernel of 77*.

Proof. Let cp:;l/7r—>^4 be the transfer map corresponding to the trivial

subgroup of 7T. Then 77<p(x) =nx. Also cp?j(y) = 2~Lty> the sum being over all /

in 7r. Let cp*  be the composition

H(A/r) 4 H(A) -> H(A)/x.

Then 77* cp* (x) = nx and cp* 77* (y) = wy. The result follows immediately from

this. Namely, if 7?*'(y)=0 then ny = <pf r)f (y) = 0, while if xEH(A/w) then

nx = 77* cp* (x) is in the image of 77* .

Corollary 11.1. For any n, n annihilates the kernel and cokernel of

77(X")/7r—>H(CP"X). 77ere 7r is the cyclic group described in §5.

This was originally proved by Richardson [17] in exactly the same way.

Remark 11.3. Both Theorems 11.1 and 11.2 have obvious duals in co-

homology. The dual of Theorem 11.2 can be extended to Cech and Alexander -

Spanier cohomology. The resulting theorem generalizes results of Conner

[5], Eckmann [9], and Serre [3]. For details see [26].

12. The homology of cyclic products. Let PGCP. For each prime p, we

have defined a map up: P^>FP(P). Form the direct sum P+X/Pp(P) and

define FiP) to be the quotient of this sum obtained by making the identi-

fications Mp(x)~x for all x in P. Now, ^FpiP) maps onto FiP) under this

identification. We filter FiP) by defining $kF(P) to be the image of ~%2®kFp(P)

in FiP). This makes FiP) an object of the category JF.

The injections of P and FPiP) into P+ 2~l^piP) induce maps u: P^>FiP)

and jp: Pj,(P)—»F(P). Clearly, u is a CPJ-map and the jp are SF-maps. Also

jPup = u for all p.

If f:P->P' in P, the maps Fp(f): FP(P)-^FP(P') were chosen to be Fp-
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maps such that Fp(f)up = uff. Therefore, /+ XX(/): P+ ZP,,(P)->P'
+ XX(-P') induces a map P(/): FiP)-*FiP') such that Fif)u = u'f. Suppose
we make different choices FPif)' for the FPif). Then, by the strong homotopy

extension property, there are homotopies Sp: Fp(/)—Fp(/)' in Fp such that

SpUp = 0. Consequently, 0+^5p induces S: FiP)^>FiP') in ff such that

S: F(/)~F(/)'. This implies that P is a prefunctor. Obviously, u is natural

and so are the jp.

I will now show that u: P-^FiP) is almost a special ^-universal CP^-map,

the only difficulty being that FiP) does not usually lie in ffK.

Proposition 12.1. (a) If f-.P^-A is a 6"5x-map, then there is a map

g: FiP)—>A in ff such thatf = gu.

(b) Let gi, g2'. F(P)—vl be two maps in ff with AE$°c- Let s be a CPff-

homotopy between giu and g2M. Then there is an '5-homotopy S: gi^g2 such that

Su = s.

Proof, (a) For each p, AE$P- Therefore there is a map gp: FPiP)—*A in ff

such that gpU =/. The map/+ ]Cgp: P + 23Fj,(P)—»4 induces the required map

g-
(b) For each p, consider gijv: F„(P)—>yl. Since A E$P and s:gijpupc^g2jpup,

there is an ff-homotopy Sp: gijpc^g2jp such that Spu = s. The homotopy

s+ 2~2Sp'- P+ 2~lFp(P)~*A induces the required homotopy S.

Lemma 12.1. For each p, jp: FP(P)~^F(P) is a monomorphism and F(P)

has a Kwp-homotopy, zero on imjp, contracting F(P) to imjp.

Proof. By condition (b) of Theorem 6.1, each FP(P) has a homotopy Sp

over KGP such that Sp is zero on P and contracts FP(P) to P. This implies

that P is a P-direct summand of FP(P). Therefore,^ is a monomorphism.

Now, for q^p, irpEGg. Therefore, Sq is a P7rp-homotopy for q^p. Define

a homotopy D on P+ JL^iP) by taking 0 on P and Pj,(P) and Sq on FqiP).
Then D induces a P7Tp-homotopy on F(P) which contracts it to im jp.

Corollary 12.1. For each p,

OVO*: B(F,(P)/tp) -> H(F(P)/irp)

is an isomorphism.

We now come to the main theorem. The map V: <8>nC(X)—>C(Xn) is a

CPffoo-map. Therefore, there is an ff-map g: F(®"C(X))—>C(Xn), unique up to

ff-homotopy, such that V =gu. The map g is clearly a natural transformation

of prefunctors since the maps gv are.

Theorem 12.1. The map

(g/x)*: H(Fi®»C(X))/T) -»77(CP»X)

is an isomorphism.
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Proof. By Theorem 11.1, it is sufficient to show that (g/xp)* is an iso-

morphism for each p. Let gP = gjP. Then (gp/xp)* is an isomorphism by Theo-

rem 6.2. But, (jP/irp)# is also an isomorphism by Corollary 12.1.

Remark 12.1. We can generalize this result as follows. Let (R and Q be

as in Theorem 11.1. Define £'(£) in the same way as £(£) but using only

those primes p with p6<3L The above arguments now show that £' is a pre-

functor and

(g/x)*: H(F'(®"C(X))/ir) -> H(CP»X)

is a ©-isomorphism.

If £ is a field, we can apply Theorem 13.3 in Chapter V of [ll] to get

Corollary 12.2. If K is afield, g/x is a homotopy equivalence.

If K = Z, F(P)/ir will in general not be free and we cannot apply Theorem

13.3 of [ll]. However, the above corollary still holds provided we factor out

the 2-torsion in £(£)/x.

Proposition 12.2. Assume K = Z. Let E be the subcomplex of £(£)/x con-

sisting of all elements of order 2. Then

(a)  (£(£)/x)/£ is K-free,
(h) /££)= 0.

Corollary 12.3. Let E be as in Proposition 12.2 if K = Z and let E = 0 if

K is a field. Then g/x induces a homotopy equivalence

(F(®"C(X))/t)/E -^ C(CP"X).

Note that g/x maps £ to 0 since C(CPnX) is £-free.

In the proof of Proposition 12.2, I will use the following lemma. If A is

any abelian group, .4(p) will denote its p-primary component.

Lemma 12.2. Let ir be a group of order prime to p which acts on an abelian

group A. Then (A/ir)lp) =A(p)/ir.

Proof. We merely apply Richardson's argument (proof of Theorem 11.2)

with the functor II replaced by the functor sending A to A(p).

Proof of Proposition 12.2. For each re and each p, we have a partial p-

resolution of An beginning ep: An-^*Wn.P say. By Remark 10.3, we can prove

assertion (a) by considering An+ ^fPWn,p only. We make the identifications

ep(a) =a for all p and all a6^4n getting a £x-module £„. We must then show

that if we take £/x and factor out the elements of order 2, the result is £-

free. We can reduce this immediately to the case where An has a single gen-

erator e. We then take the explicit Wn,P given in the proof of Lemma 8.1,

and write down generators and relations for £/x. I will leave this to the

reader since it is purely mechanical and quite tedious.

It now remains to prove (b). Let £' be the 2-primary component of
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£(£)/x2. Then E = E'/(w/ir2) by Lemma 12.2. The fact that E is actually

the 2-primary component of £(£)/x follows from (a). Now, Lemma 12.1

implies that £2(£) is a £x2-direct summand of £(£) when considered as a

module alone. Therefore we have the split exact sequence

0 -* F2(£)/x2 -+ F(£)/x2 -^ (ckr ;2)/x2 -* 0.

But, £2(£)/x2 is £-free since £2(£) has a base permuted by x2 without

changes of sign. Since Z has no element of order 2, £' maps isomorphically

onto the 2-primary component E" of (ckr j2)/x2. Now, by Lemma 12.1,

ckr ji has a £x2-homotopy contracting it to 0. Therefore, (ckr j2)/x2 has a

£-homotopy contracting it to 0. The restriction of this homotopy to E" has

image in E" and so contracts E" to 0. Thus H(E') =H(E")=0.

By Theorem 11.2, H(E)=H(E')/(ir/ir2) since £"(£) and £(£') are 2-

primary while x/x2 has odd order. This shows that H(E) =0.

13. Preservation of homotopy.

Definition 13.1. We say that a prefunctor T is additive if T(f+g)

^T(f) + T(g) for all/ and g.
The prefunctors FP are additive because Fp(f+g)up = Fp(f)up + Fp(g)up

and up is A-universal. It is easy to show that £ is also additive by using the

strong homotopy extension property. We merely choose homotopies

Sp: Fp(f+g)c^Fp(f)+Fp(g) such that Spup = 0. These Sp then induce the

required homotopy 5 between F(f+g) and F(f)+F(g).

The following lemma holds not only for cyclic x but for any subgroup of

the symmetric group on re elements provided we redefine the category (Po in

the appropriate way. I will leave this generalization to the reader.

Lemma 13.1. Let T be a covariant prefunctor from the category (P to the cate-

gory of chain complexes, chain maps, and chain homotopies over K. Define a

prefunctor S on the category of K-free chain complexes by S(M) = T(®nM) with

obvious induced maps. Assume T is additive and that H(P) = 0 implies H(T(P))

= 0 for any £6(Po- Then

(a) /o^/i: M-+M' implies

S(f0)* = 5(/0*: H(S(M)) -+ H(S(M')).

(b) If T(P) is K-free for all PE<?o, then the prefunctor S preserves homo-

topy.

Proof. Let / be the chain complex having two generators a and b in

dimension 0, and one generator e in dimension 1 with de = a — b. Define

io, ii: £—>J by io(l) =a and ii(l) =b. Two maps/0,/i: M—*M' are homotopic

if and only if there is a map g: M®I—>M' such that fo = g(l®io) and /i

= g(l®^i). Consequently, it is sufficient to prove the lemma in the case

where M'= M®I and fj=l®ij tor j=l, 2.
Let I = K+I* where K is identified with Ka and £* is generated by e and
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a — b. Then 77(7*) = 0 while to and ii have the same projection on the sum-

mand K. This decomposition leads to a decomposition M®I = M+M* where

M* = M®I*. Again H(M*) =0 while/0 and/i have the same projection on the

summand M.

Now, ®"(M®I) = ®n(M+M*) = ®"M+P where P consists of all terms

with a factor M*. Choose P-bases for M and M*. These together form a K-

base {e,-} for M+M*. A P-base for P is then given by all products

etl® • • • ®e,n with at least one e^EM*. This base is permuted by 7r up to

sign. It is Slow trivial to verify that PGCPo, the argument being the same as

the one which shows that ®ni7GCPo for any P-free mdule Af. As before,

H(P)=0 while ®nf0 and ®nfi have the same projection on the summand

®nM. Therefore ®n/0- <8>n/i factors through P. Consequently, S(f0)-S(fi)

is homotopic to T(®nf0- ®nfi) which factors through T(P). But, H(T(P))

= 0. This proves (a).

If, in addition, T(P) is P-free, then H(T(P))=0 implies 7(P)~0. There-

fore S(fo)^S(fi). This proves (b).

Remark 13.1. Suppose A is a free acyclic P7r-complex. Then the lemma,

applied to the functor P®TX gives another proof of Theorem 3.1 of [22].

Remark 13.2. The lemma may be generalized by letting C be a Serre class

of modules and assuming that H(P) =0 implies 77(P(P))GC. The conclusion

then becomes 5(/0)* = 5'(/i)* mod C, i.e. their difference factors through

a module in Q. The proof is exactly the same.

Lemma 13.2. Pe* PGCP0 be such that H(P)=0. Then H(F(P)/ir)=0.

Proof. By Lemma 6.1, H(Fp(P)/ttp) =0 for all p. By Corollary 12.1,

H(F(P)/irp)=0. The result now follows from Theorem 11.1 applied to the

map F(P)-+0.

We now define a prefunctor 5 from P-free chain complexes to P-free

chain complexes by 5(717) = (F(®nM)/w)/E where P is as in Corollary 12.3.

The map g: F(®»C(X))->C(X») induces a map h: S(C(X))-^C(CP"X) which

is a homotopy equivalence by Corollary 13.3.

Theorem 13.1. The prefunctor S preserves homotopy.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 13.1, Lemma 13.2,

and Proposition 12.2.

Corollary 13.1. 777 computing H(CPnX) as H(S(C(X))) we may replace

C(X) by any K-free chain complex M having the same homotopy type as C(X).

In particular, if 77(A) is K-free, then H(CPnX) =H(S(H(X))).

14. Products. If ir acts on two modules A and B, we make t act on

A ®B by t(a®b) =ta®tb (i.e. by composing the diagonal map 7r—>7rX7r with

the obvious action of 7rX7r on A ®B). If A, BE$, we filter A ®B by

$*(A ® B) = 2>rU) ® $.(P)
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the sum being over all (r, s) such that r+s = k. If A and B are £-free, a base

for A ®B is obtained by taking products of basis elements for A and B. An

element e,®e/ of this base is fixed under f6x if and only if both e,- and e/

are fixed under t. Thus we see easily that A ®BE"5P if A and £ are in 5>

Now, let£i, £26(P. Clearly £i®£26(P. Consider up®up: £i®£2->£p(£i)

®Fv(Pf). This is a 0°3:p-map and so there is a factorization through up: Pi

®P2-+Fp(Pi®Pf). This gives us a map Fp(Pi®Pf)^Fp(Pi)®Fp(Pf).
The compositions

£p(£i ® £2) -»FP(Pi) ® FP(Pi) -> F(£0 ® F(£2)

agree on Pi®Pi and so induce a map £(£x®£2)—>£(£i) ®F(Pf). It is easy to

verify that this is a natural transformation of prefunctors. This map induces

a map

F(Pi ® Pi)/v -» F(£0/x ® F(£2)/x

and a map

(F(£! ® £2)/x)/£ -> (F(Pi)/ir)/E ® (F(P2)/ir)/E.

If Af and A" are chain complexes, there is a natural isomorphism ® "(Af ® A)

—>®"If®®"A7given by

#1 ® yi ® • ■ • ® xn ® yn —* + (xi ® • ■ ■ ® xn) ® (yi ® • • • ® yf),

the sign being the usual one associated with a permutation of elements in

graded modules. Combining this map with the one considered above, we get

a map

S(M ® N) -> S(M) ® S(N)

where 5 is as in Theorem 13.1.

If X and Y are semisimplicial complexes, there is an obvious isomorphism

(XX YY^>XnX F" given by

(xu yu ■ ■ ■ , xn, yf) -* (*i, ■ ■ • , xn, yi, ■ ■ ■ , yf).

This induces a map

CP"(X X Y) -+ CPnX X CPnY.

This, of course, is not an isomorphism in general.

Let/: C(XXY)-^C(X) ®C(Y) be the "Alexander-Cech-Whitney" map

i.e. the map/of [10, Chapter I, §2]. Define maps0', and 0" to be the follow-
ing compositions.

0': ®"C(X X Y)-> ®n(C(X) ® C(Y)) -> ®»C(X) ® ®"C(Y),

<b":C(CPn(X X Y))-> C(CPnX X CP"Y) ±> C(CPnX) ® C(CPnY).
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We can apply P to cp' and reduce by 7r, getting a map

<b0': S(C(X X Y))-+SiC(X)) ® SiCiY)).

Proposition 14.1. The following diagram commutes up to homotopy

SiCiX X ¥)) -^UsiCiX)) ® SiCiY))

i g/*           „ i g/v ® gA
C(CP"(A X Y))-> CiCPnX) ® C(CPT).

Proof. The maps V and/ between C(AX Y) and CiX)®dY) are homo-

topy inverses. Since 5 preserves homotopy, it is sufficient to verify that

c6"g/7roS(V) ^ (g/x ® g/x)<p0' o5(V).

Because of the ^-universal property, it is now sufficient to check that the

following diagram commutes.

®"(C(X) ® CiY)) -> ®nCiX) ® ®»CiY)

i i
CHX X Y)n) -* C(X" X F") -+ C(X») ® CiYn).

To do this, note that if / is replaced by V in this diagram (reversing the

arrow), the resulting diagram involves only Eilenberg-Zilber maps and so will

commute. The desired result then follows from the well known relation

/V = identity [10, Chapter I, §2].

Consider now the diagonal map X—>XXX. This, combined with the map

/, gives us the usual diagonal chain map d: C(X)—>C(X)<g> C(X). By applying

S, we get

SiCiX)) -> S(C(X)) ® SiCiX)).

Theorem 14.1. The following diagram commutes up to homotopy.

SiCiX)) -> 5(C(X)) ® SiCiX))

lg/v lg/7T®g/x

CiCP"X) -> CiCP"X) ® CiCPnX).

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 14.1, the naturality of

g, and the fact that the diagonal map for CPnX is the composition

CP"X -> CP"iX XX)-* CPnX X CPnX.

This theorem shows that if we know a diagonal chain map for X, we can

find one for CPnX. If, in computing, we replace C(X) by a small P-free chain

complex Mc^CiX), we need only find a map d: M—*M®M such that the

diagram
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M-> M ® M

i i

C(X) -> C(X) ® C(X)

commutes up to homotopy.

15. Some spectral sequences. The proofs of Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 6.1

depend on the use of some comparison theorems. Borrowing some terminology

of J. H. C. Whitehead, I will divide these theorems into crude and delicate

comparison theorems. These theorems in turn depend on the use of some

spectral sequences.

The first of these sequences is defined for all groups x and is merely the

well known sequence of Cartan and Leray [3] and [2, Chapter XVI, Theorem

8.4] but without any assumptions of freeness or weak projectivity. This

sequence is defined as follows. Let X be a free acyclic £x-complex. Let A he

a chain complex over £x. Consider the double complex X®*A. There are

two associated spectral sequences [2, Chapter XV, §6]. I will denote these

by I and II as in [2], and by 1(A) and 11(A) if it is necessary to specify A.

The first of these sequences has 72s = £r(x, H,(A)), and £° is a graded module

obtained from the first filtration of II(X® TA). Note that we cannot say that

this is H(A/ir) because A is not assumed weakly projective. The second spec-

tral sequence has II^s = H,(Hr(ir, A)). Note that I am not permuting indices

as in [2, Chapter XV, §6]. Here, of course, £fr(x, A) for each r is a chain

complex with boundary operator induced by that of A. The term £f°° is the

graded module obtained from the second filtration of H(X®TA). The only

use I will make here of these sequences is in the proof of the following theorem

which holds for all groups x.

Theorem 15.1 (The crude comparison theorem). Let Q be a Serre class

of modules. If ir is infinite, let G satisfy axiom IIB of [20]. Let A and B be
chain complexes over Kir. Let f: A—^B be a chain map over Kir. Assume that

(a) /*: H(A)-+H(B) is a G-isomorphism.

(b) For r>0,/**:£(£r(x, A))-^H(Hr(ir, B)) is a G-isomorphism.

Then fa: H(A/ir)^>H(B/ir) is also a G-isomorphism.

Proof. Let C be the relative mapping cylinder [4, Exp. 3] [15, Chapter

IV] of/: A—>£. The mapping cylinder is formed by a direct sum construction

and so is preserved by all additive functors. Therefore, i£(x, C) is the relative

mapping cylinder of/*: £r(x, A)^>Hr(ir, B) and C/x is the relative mapping

cylinder of//x: .4/x—>£/x.

Consider the spectral sequences of C. By (a), H(C)=0 mod G and so P

= 0mod e. This implies that£(X® TQ =0mod Q. By (b), IIr,s = H,(Hr(ir, C))

= 0 mod 6 for r^O. Therefore ££=££>. But 7£°=0 mod Q. Thus IP

= 0 mod G. In particular,
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7702, = Hs(H0(t, C)) = H.iC/ir) = 0 mod 6.

This immediately implies the desired result.

The theorem and the spectral sequence have obvious duals in cohomology

(using HomT(X, ^4)).

The delicate comparison theorems will be given in §17. Their proof de-

pends on the use of spectral sequences analogous to those above but using the

Tate cohomology theory [2, Chapter XII] in place of the usual cohomology

theory of groups.

Let 7r be any finite group and let X be a Tate complex (or complete resolu-

tion in the terminology of [2, Chapter XII, §3]) for 7r. We again consider

X®TA tor any chain complex A over Kw. This again has two associated

spectral sequences. The first of these always converges [2, Chapter XV, §6]

while the second converges provided A is finite dimensional. The terms 7M

and 7700 are obtained from the first and second nitrations of 77(X®»..4). The

initial terms of the sequences are I?tS = Hr(ir, HS(A)) and II*yS = Hs(Hr(ir, ^4)).

Here, for any Px-module M, Hr(ir, M)=Hr(X®xM) is the rth Tate ho-

mology module of M. These have the following properties.

(1) If 0—>M' —>M—>M"—>0 is exact, there is a natural exact sequence

-> 77r(7r, M') -* Pr(x, M) -> 77r(7r, M") -* 77r_i(x, M') -».

(2) If M is weakly projective, 77r(7r, M)=0 for all r (even r = 0). For

example, this holds if M is free.

(3) If 7->0, Hr(ir, M)=Hr(ir, M), the ordinary homology module. This

isomorphism is natural.

The proofs of these results may easily be obtained by dualizing the proofs

of the corresponding results for Tate cohomology [2, Chapter XII]. It can

easily be shown that these modules and the spectral sequences are independ-

ent of the choice of X. However, I shall be concerned here only with the case

in which some definite X has been chosen.

I will need one further property of these spectral sequences.

Lemma 15.1. Let A be a finite dimensional chain complex over Kir. Assume

that A has a K-free subcomplex L on which ir acts trivially such that A/L is

weakly projective as a Kir-module. Then, in the spectral sequences just described,

IP = 11" and 7**: II2(L)~IP(A).

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

0-»7-> A -> 4/7^0.

By property (1) of the Tate homology groups, we get an exact sequence of

homology groups. By property (2), 77r(x, .4/P)=0 for all r. Therefore the

exact sequence gives us the isomorphism 7*: Pr(7r, P)—>77r(7r, A). Passing to

homology, we see that 7**: IP(L)—>IP(A) is an isomorphism. Therefore, the
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second spectral sequences of £ and A are isomorphic. This includes the terms

11" since the finite dimensionality of A (and so of £) insures that the second

spectral sequences converge. Consequently, it is sufficient to show that

IP(L)=II"(L).
Now, x acts trivially on £. Since £ is £-free and K is hereditary, we can

split £ over K (and so over £x) into a direct sum 23-^(i) where each £(i)

is a chain complex zero except in dimensions i and i + 1 (cf. [ll, Chapter V,

§8]). Consequently, the spectral sequences for £ are the direct sums of the

spectral sequences for the £(i). However, in the sequence for £(i), we have

IP = 11°° because llft$ = 0 unless q = i or i+1 while deg dk = (k — l, —k).

Note that the result may be false if £ is not £-free. For example, take

K = Z, ir = Z2, and let £ be 0—>Z—>2Z—>Z2-^0 with A=L. The example with

A equal to the acyclic complex 0—>£—>£x^£x^>£—>0 shows that it is

necessary to assume that £ is a subcomplex.

The next lemma is due essentially to Smith [21] if x is cyclic.

Lemma 15.2. Let G be a Serre class of modules. Let A satisfy the conditions

of Lemma 15.1. Let H(A) =0 mod Q. Then H(A/ir)=0 mod G and H(Hr(ir, A))

= 0 mod Q for all r.

Proof. In the first spectral sequence, we have £2iS = £r(x, H,(A)) =0 mod G.

Therefore, the limit term is in Q and so IIx = 0 mod G. By Lemma 15.1,

IIrtS = H,(Hr(ir, ^4))=0 mod G. Since Hr(ir, A)=Hr(ir, A) for r>0, the con-

ditions of Theorem 15.1 are satisfied by the map ;4—>0. Therefore H(A/ir)

= 0 mod C.

Remark 15.1. Everything in this section dualizes to cohomology. In this

form, the theory can be applied to the cohomology theory of spaces with

finite groups of transformations. In this way, we can get new proofs and gen-

eralizations of the well known theorems of Smith, Floyd, and Liao. See [24]

for details.
16. Proof of Lemma 6.1. I will prove the following stronger result.

Lemma 16.1. Let Q be a Serre class of modules. Let PE(?o be such that

H(P)=0 mod C. Then H(Fp(P)/irp)=0 mod G.

Proof. By Remark 6.1, it is sufficient to consider the case where x=xp.

Assume that the lemma has been proved for cyclic ^-groups of order less than

that of x. It is certainly true if x has order 1 since we can then choose FP(P)

= P. Thus, if x' is the subgroup of index p in x, we can assume that

H(Fp(P)/ir')=0 mod G whenever H(P)=0 mod Q. This uses the inductive

assumption and Remark 10.1.

In (a) of Definition 6.5, the complexes A£ are £-free. As in the proof of

Lemma 15.1, we can split them into direct sums of complexes each zero except

in two consecutive dimensions. If we multiply out the resulting expression

for the object of (P, we see that it is a possibly infinite direct sum of expres-
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sions of the form (a) where each 717,- is zero except in two consecutive dimen-

sions (depending on i).

Now, if P= £P<*> and H(P)=0, then 77(P<*>)=-0 for each k. We can

choose FPiP) = 2ZPp(P(*>) since the universal mapping property will clearly

be satisfied. In fact, the construction of Fj,(P) will give this result automati-

cally if we take as base for P the union of bases for the P^K Furthermore, the

decomposition of the Mt was such that only a finite number of the P(k) will

have nonzero components below any given dimension. By Remark 10.2, we

may choose the FPiPw) to have the same property. Therefore, each direct

sum

HriFpiP))   =£ HT(FP(P<»))

has only a finite number of nonzero terms. Consequently, it is sufficient to

prove Lemma 6.1 when P is an expression of type (a) (in Definition 6.5) with

each Mi being zero except in two consecutive dimensions (depending on i).

Such a complex P is clearly finite dimensional so we may assume FPiP) is

finite dimensional by Remark 10.4.

There are two cases to consider depending on the integer r in Definition

6.5.

Case 1. r^l. In this case, no basis element of P is fixed up to sign under

the generator T of x. Consequently, by Remarks 8.5 and 10.3, the same is

true of FpiP). Since x/x' is cyclic of prime order p, FPiP)/ir' must be x/x'-

free. Therefore Lemma 15.2 applies (with 7r/7r' in place of x) since we can

take 7 = 0. This shows that

P(Fp(P)/x) = 77((Fp(P)/x')/(x/x')) =- 0 mod e.

Case 2. r = l. The complex P now has the form P= ®nM where M is

zero except in two consecutive dimensions, say 777 and 777 + I. The only basis

elements in P fixed up to sign under the generator P occur in P„m= ®nMm

and in Pn(m+i)= ®"Afm+i. Therefore, the only basis elements of the Wf1

fixed under P are those in W%m) and in W£S+1)). This follows from Remark

8.5, Definition 8.1, and the fact that W® = 0 for s<k/ph (by Lemma 8.1).

But, the only elements of dimension Sm in Pj,(P) are those of W^m\ Con-

sequently, W£??m) and W%m) together form a subcomplex of FviP). Let P

be the image of this subcomplex in Pp(P)/x'. Then x/V acts trivially on P

since x acts trivially on W%f$m) and W%m). In every other Wf\ no basis

element is fixed under P. As in Case 1, this shows that (Pp(P)/x')/P is x/x'-

free. Thus we can again apply Lemma 15.2 which shows that

H(Fp(P)/v) = P((F,(P)/x')/(x/x')) - 0 mod 6.

Remark 16.1. Lemma 15.2 yields the further result that PGCP0 and

77(P)=0 mod 6 imply 77(77(x/x', Pp(P)/x'))=0 mod 6.
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Remark 16.2. We have incidentally shown that for each finite dimen-

sional £ in (P0, £p(£)/x' satisfies the conditions of Lemma 15.1 because a

finite direct sum of complexes satisfying these conditions will again satisfy

these conditions.

In order to avoid repeating the construction used in this section, I will

prove now a lemma which will be used in §18. The lemma will be stated and

proved for£ = Z. If £ is a field, the order (number of elements) of a£-module

should be replaced by its dimension over K.

Lemma 16.2. Let M be a finite dimensional, finitely generated K-free chain

complex. Then,

order £„(£r(x/x', F(®"Af)/x')) g order £,(/£(x/x', M))

where we make x/x' act trivially on M to find £r(x/x', Af).

Proof. Since Af is finitely generated, we can find a canonical base for Af

as in [ll, Chapter V, §8, Theorem 8.2]. In this way, we split Af into the direct

sum of elementary complexes A£ of the following types.

(1) Afj has a single generator a in dimension m and is zero in other dimen-

sions.

(2) Mi has one generator a in dimension m + l, one generator b in dimen-

sion m, and is zero in other dimensions. Furthermore, da = 0b with 0^0.

If we expand ®nAf = ®"('%flMi) as in the above proof of Lemma 16.1, we

get ®"Af= ^®"A£-f-£ where £ is the sum of all cross products. Now, in

the course of proving Lemma 16.1, we showed that F(P)/w' was x/x'-free.

Therefore,

£r(x/x', £(®»Af)/x') « £ /£(x/x', F(®»Mi)/ir').

Consequently, it is sufficient to prove the lemma when Af is elementary.

By Lemma 15.1,

H3(Hr(ir/ir', F(®"Af)/x')) « £.(/£(x/x', £))

since these terms are just the terms 772 of the spectral sequences. Here, of

course, we take £ as in the proof of Lemma 16.1 to consist of the two sub-

modules W^tn) and W{flm). Now, inspection of the proof of Lemma 8.1

shows that if Af is of type (1) then W^+n) = 0 and W%m)~K, while if Af is

of type (2) then W^fn)^K and W%m)~K. The group x acts trivially on £

in all cases. Thus, in both cases, £«Af as a module although it can and

usually will have a different boundary operator. Therefore Z£.(x/x', £) and

Hr(ir/ir', M) are also isomorphic as modules. If Af is of type (1), the bound-

ary operator is zero and the result follows immediately. Note that Hr(ir/ir', K)

is either K/pK or p£ depending on r. Therefore, it is finite.

Assume now that Af is of type (2) with da = 6b. Every element in

£r(x/x', Af) has order p since x/x' has order p. Therefore, if p\ 6, the bound-
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ary operator in 77r(x/x', M) is zero. The desired inequality follows immedi-

ately.

There remains the case in which p\8. In this case, let C be the Serre class

of torsion groups with no p-torsion. Then II(M) is in C and so Hi®nM) is in

C By Remark 16.1, it follows that 77,(Tp(x/x', P)) is in Q. However, every

element of this module has order p. Therefore, 77,(77r(x/x', P)) = 0 in this case.

17. The delicate comparison theorems. The theorems of this section give

sufficient conditions for a map/: A—+B to satisfy the condition (b) of Theo-

rem 15.1. Since 77r(7r, M) = 77r(x, M) for r>0 and every M, it is sufficient to

find conditions under which/**: H(Hr(ir, A))—>P(77r(x, B)) is an isomorphism

for all r. In the case in which these theorems will be applied, x will be a cyclic

p-group and so all 77r(x, M) will be p-groups. Thus there will be no need to

state the theorems in terms of (3-theory. Throughout this section, however,

x may be any finite group.

The theorems are based on some simple "pigeon hole" type arguments.

If R is a filtered module, I will denote the associated graded module by

Gr(P). Thus Gr,(P) = F8P/Fs_iP. I will say that R is bounded below if

FeR = 0 tor —s large and that R is bounded above if PsP = 0 for s large. Note

that a filtration preserving map/: R—>S may be a module isomorphism with-

out being an isomorphism of filtered modules i.e. /: FSR—>FSS may not be an

isomorphism for all 5. (It is clearly a monomorphism if / is.)

Lemma 17.1. Let R and S be filtered modules which are bounded above. Let

f: P—>S be a filtration preserving map which is a module isomorphism. Assume

that for every s,

(1) order Gr.(P) S order Grs(S) < °o.

Then f is an isomorphism of filtered modules and consequently, Gr(/): Gr(P)

-^>Gr(S) is an isomorphism.

If P is a field, "order" should be replaced by "dimension."

Proof. For large s, /,: FSR—>FSS is an isomorphism since R and S are

bounded above. I will prove that this map is an isomorphism for all s by

descending induction on s. Assume /,+i: F,+iR—>F,+iS is an isomorphism.

Consider the diagram

0 -» FeR -+ F,+iR -* Grs+1(P) -» 0

(17.1) if, l/.+i !Gr.+i(/)

0 -» FSS -» Fs+15 -* Gr.+1(5) -> 0

Since /,+i is an isomorphism, Gr,+i(/) is an epimorphism. By condition

(1), it must be an isomorphism. Therefore, the 5-lemma shows that/8 is an

isomorphism.

Remark 17.1. We may dualize this by reversing the inequality (1) and
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requiring £ and 5 to be bounded below. We then prove the same conclusion

by ascending induction on s. Since / is an isomorphism, /s+i is a monomor-

phism. It f, is an isomorphism, it follows that Grg+i(/) is a monomorphism.

Therefore, by the reversed inequality (1), it is an isomorphism.

Lemma 17.2. Let R and S be filtered modules which are bounded below. Let

f: R-+S be a filtration preserving map which is a module isomorphism. Suppose

that for every s, Gr,(f): Grs(R)—>Grs(5) is an epimorphism. Then f is an iso-

morphism of filtered modules and consequently Gr(/) is an isomorphism.

Proof. For small s, /,: £s£—>£s5 is an isomorphism since £ and 5 are

bounded below. I will show that it is an isomorphism for all s by ascending

induction on 5. Consider the diagram 17.1 and assume/,, is an isomorphism.

Since / is an isomorphism, /,+i is a monomorphism. Therefore, the 5-lemma

shows that Gr,+i(/) is a monomorphism. However, it is assumed to be an

epimorphism. Therefore, Grs+i(/) is an isomorphism and, by the 5-lemma

again, so is/s+i.

Remark 17.2. We may dualize Lemma 17.2 by requiring £ and 5 to be

bounded above and requiring each Gr„(/) to be a monomorphism: The proof

must then be replaced by that of Lemma 17.1 with minor alterations.

We now come to the comparison theorems.

Theorem 17.1. Let A and B be finite dimensional chain complexes over Kir.

Let B satisfy the conditions of Lemma 15.1. Let f: A-^B be a chain map over

Kw such that j*: H(A)-+H(B) is an isomorphism. Suppose that for all integers r

and s,

(1) order H,(Hr(ir, A)) ^ order H,(Ht(t, £))<».

Then f induces isomorphisms

/**: £8(/£(x, A)) -» £,(/£(x, B))

for all r and s.

If £ is a field, "order" should be replaced by "dimension."

Proof. Consider the spectral sequences defined in  §15 using the Tate

complex X. Since/*: H(A)—>>H(B) is an isomorphism, / induces an isomor-

phism P(A)-^P(B). Consequently, / induces an isomorphism H(X®*A)
-+H(X®TB).

Now, by Lemma 15.1, IP(B)=IP(B). Furthermore, order II',(A)

border II^,(A) with equality holding for all r and 5 if and only if IP(A)

= IIX(A). But, the modules occurring in condition (1) of the theorem are

just iPrM) and II?„(B). Therefore, order IIf,s(A) border /£"(£) and

equality can occur for all r and 5 only if IP(A) =IIX(A). Now, Lemma 17.1

applies to/*: H(X® TA)-+H(X® rB) using the second nitrations. Therefore,

/*: II'°(A)-+II"'(B) is an isomorphism. This implies equality of orders which,
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as just observed, implies 77°°(^) = 772(.4). Therefore, /**: 772(yl)->772(P) is

an isomorphism. This is the desired result.

Corollary 17.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 17.1, /*:77(.4/x)

—>77(P/x) is an isomorphism.

This follows immediately from Theorem 17.1 and Theorem 15.1.

Theorem 17.2. Let A and B be finite dimensional chain complexes over Kir.

Let A satisfy the conditions of Lemma 15.1. Let f: A—>B be a chain map over

Kir such thatf*: HiA)—>77(P) is an isomorphism. Suppose that for all integers

r and s,

/**: 77.(77r(x, A)) -> P,(77f(x, B))

is an epimorphism. Then this map is actually an isomorphism for all r and s.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 17.1, / induces an isomorphism

HiX®wA)->HiX®„B). By Lemma 15.1, II2iA) =77"°(^). By assumption,

/**: II2iA)-*II2iB) is an epimorphism. Consequently, /*: 77=°(,4)->77M(P)

is an epimorphism and can be an isomorphism only if 772(P) =77M(P) and

/**: II2iA)-*II2iB) is an isomorphism. We now proceed exactly as in the

proof of Theorem 17.1 using Lemma 17.2 in place of Lemma 17.1.

Corollary 17.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 17.1, /*:77(yl/x)

—>77(P/x) is an isomorphism.

Remark 17.2. We may dualize Theorem 17.1 by requiring A, not B, to

satisfy the conditions of Lemma 15.1 and reversing the inequality (1). The

proof then proceeds as in the case of Theorem 17.2.

Similarly, we may dualize Theorem 17.2 by requiring B, not A, to satisfy

the conditions of Lemma 15.1 and assuming that the maps/** are monomor-

phisms. The proof then proceeds as in the case of Theorem 17.1.

18. Proof of Theorem 6.2. As in §16, it is sufficient to consider the case

where x = xp. Assume the theorem has been proved for all cyclic p-groups of

order less than that of x. It is trivial if x= 1. Let x' be the subgroup of index

p in it. By the inductive assumption and Remark 10.1, we can assume that

(gA')*: P(F,(®"C(X))/x') -> P(C(X»)/x')

is an isomorphism for all X. By Theorem 15.1 with x/x' in place of x, it is

sufficient to prove the following lemma in order to establish Theorem 6.2.

Lemma 18.1. The map

(g/x')**: P,(77r(x/x', Fp(®"C(X))/t')) -+ P.(77r(x/x', C(X»)/x'))

is an isomorphism for all r and all X.

Proof. There are three cases to consider.
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Case 1. X is a finite complex (i.e. X has only a finite number of nondegener-

ate simplexes).

Let AC-X"" be the diagonal i.e. the set of all simplexes of the form

(x, x, • • • , x). Then A is the subcomplex of X" consisting of all simplexes left

fixed by x. Obviously A and X are isomorphic. The conditions of Lemma 15.1

are satisfied by C(Xn)/w' it we take £ to be C(A). Lemma 15.1 then gives

£,(£r(x/x', C(X«)/t')) = £s(/£(x/x', C(A))) = £s(/£(x/x', C(X)))

the last inequality being an immediate consequence of the fact that C(A) and

C(X) are isomorphic. Now, Lemma 16.2 shows that all the conditions of

Theorem 17.1 are satisfied. This theorem then yields the desired result.

Case 2. X is finite dimensional (i.e. for large re, Xn contains only degenerate

simplexes).

By Remark 16.2, F(®nC(X))/ir' satisfies the conditions of Lemma 15.1.

By Theorem 17.2, it is sufficient to show that

(g/x')**: £.(/£(x/x', Fp(®"C(X))/ir')) -+ H,(Hr(ic/ir', C(Z")/x'))

is an epimorphism for all r and 5. Now, any element w of H,(Hr(ir/ir', C(Xn)/ir'))

will have a representative cycle in W® *i*i(C(Xn)/ir') where PF is a free acyclic

complex over x/x'. This representative cycle will involve only a finite number

of basis elements. Therefore there is a finite subcomplex YCX and an ele-

ment v in i£(/£(x/x', C( F")/x')) such that v maps onto w under the map in-

duced by inclusion. Now, the map (g/x')** for Fis an isomorphism by Case 1.

Consequently, we may take a preimage u of v in

£,(/£(x/x', Fp(®"C(F))/x')).

Because of the naturality of g, u maps onto an element of

Z£(£r(x/x', Fp(®"C(X))/t'))

which in turn maps onto w. Since w was arbitrary, this shows that (g/ir1 )**

is an epimorphism and therefore, by Theorem 17.2, an isomorphism.

Case 3. The general case. Let r and s be fixed. Let Y be the n(s + l)-

skeleton of X. By Remark 10.2, we may choose Fp(®nC(X)) and FP(®"C(Y))

to be the same in dimensions ^5 + 1 and choose the maps g for X and Y to

agree in these dimensions. By Case 2, the map (g/x')** is an isomorphism for

Y. Consequently, it is also an isomorphism for X (for the given s) since the

maps are the same in dimensions ^s.

This concludes the proof of Lemma 18.1 and so of Theorem 6.2.

19. Some natural maps. In this section, I will construct some natural

maps from the cohomology of X to the cohomology of CPnX. These maps

generalize the cascades of Stein [23]. They lead to a natural formula for the

cohomology ring of CPnX in terms of that of X in case £ is a field and H(X)

is finitely generated in each dimension. It is quite easy to do the same thing

for homology. This will be left to the reader.
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If uEHmiX), we can choose a representative cocycle u'ECmiX)

= Hom (Cm(X), P). Thus u': Cm(X)—>K and u'd = 0. Let M he a chain com-

plex having a single generator e in dimension m (and so zero in all other

dimensions). We may regard u' as a chain map u': C(X)—>M. If the choice of

u' in the cohomology class u is altered, the resulting chain maps will be homo-

topic. If we take a finite number of cohomology classes UiEHm>(X), we get a

chain map 2Z«/ : C(X)—>^il7j where Mi has a single generator e,- in dimen-

sion m,-. This map is again unique up to homotopy. This map is also natural

up to homotopy. In other words, if/: X—>Fand Ui=f*(v/), then "%2ui '-C(X)

—>2^Mi and 2J"iff cix)~*2~lMi are homotopic.
Taking tensor products, applying F, reducing by x and taking cohomology

now gives us a map

g(ui, ■ ■ ■ , «,): fl*(F(®»2M<)/ir) -» H*(CP"X).

This map is natural because of Theorem 13.1 and the naturality of 2~2ut-

The natural maps mentioned at the beginning of this section can now be de-

fined by choosing elements f in 77*(F(®B^M,-)/x) and considering the

maps sending U\, ■ ■ ■ ,ur to g(ui, ■ ■ ■ , ur) ■ (f). A similar construction occurs

in [22].

In order to define these elements f, we consider a map of ®n^Af,- onto

a simpler complex in the category CP. The only cases of interest are those in

which r\ n.

Definition 19.1. For each r\n and each integer d divisible by n/r, de-

fine the complex PdT to have a single generator ad in dimension d with rela-

tion Traf= ( — l)d~drl"ad. In other dimensions, Ff is to be zero. The sign in this

definition is determined by requiring that PfE® (cf. Definition 6.1 (b)).

Now, suppose Ui E 77m«'(X) for i = 1, • • • , r where r\n. Define

d=(n/r)(mi+ ■ ■ • +m/). The complex ®n2~^Mi has a canonical base given

by the products of the e,-. Define a map ®" J^il7,-—>P? by sending

Tk®n/r(ei® ■ • ■ ®er) to Tkad and sending the remaining basis elements to

zero. This, combined with the map previously considered, gives a map

friui, ■••,«,): ®"C(X)-+Pdr.

This map, of course, depends on the choice of representative cocycles for the

U{. However, the previous results about g(ui, ■ ■ ■ , ur) show that the induced

maps

/*(«!, ••-,«,): H(F(Pdr)/ir) -> H(CPnX)

are uniquely determined by Ui, ■ ■ ■ , uT and are natural.

In order to state some properties of the maps/(wi, • • • , ur), it is neces-

sary to define some standard maps among the Pf.

Definition 19.2. Let r'|r. Define rjrFf-KFf- by n(ad)=ad.. Define

<p:Pd,->Pt by
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,   d . , t' 2rf r—rf.    d

0(<v) = (1 + T   +T    + ■ ■ ■ + T     )ar

if Tr'af,=a% and by

*(*'.) = (1 - T   + F2"-± f-r')adr

if P'adr,= -aAT..

I will now state the properties of f(u\, ■ • ■ , uf). In the statement, it

should be understood that the same representative cocycle is to be chosen

for each occurrence of a particular cohomology class, and the sum of the

representatives is to be taken as the representative of a sum.

Proposition 19.1. Let UiEHmi(X) for i = l, • • • , r where r\n. Then

(1) fr(ur, ui, ■ ■ ■ , uT-i) = (-lYd+1^T-1fr(ui, • • • , ui).

(2) If r' | r, then

fr(ui,  •   ■   ■  , UT>, Ui,  ■   ■   ■  , UT',  ■   ■  • , Ui,   ■  •   •  , Ur')   =  0/r'(«l,  •  *  • , Ur').

(3)fr(Ui    +Ui   ,U2,  •  •  • ,Ur) = 2^Vfkr(Ui    , U2,  ■  ■  • , Ur,  ■  ■  ■ , Ui     , U2,  •  •   • , Ur).

The sum is taken over all k\ (n/r) and over certain sequences (ii, ■ ■ • , if) where

i,= l or 2 for each s. These sequences may be described as follows.

(a) Only those sequences are considered for which there is no k' ^ 0 mod k

such that i, = i,+k>, the indices larger than k being reduced mod k.

(b) The sequences satisfying (a) fall into orbits under cyclic permutation.

We choose exactly one from each orbit. (It does not matter which one we choose be-

cause of (1).)

The proof is simply a mechanical verification and so is left to the reader.

In order to get corresponding results about the/*(«i, • • • , uf), we must first

compute the cohomology of F(Pf)/ir and the maps induced by 77 and 0. I will

omit the computations which are perfectly straightforward, and will only

give the results. It will only be necessary to use these results in the case where

£ is a field of characteristic p and re is a power of p. Consequently, I will only

state the results for this case.

Proposition 19.2. Let K be afield of characteristic p and let n be a power of

p. Then, for each i, Hl(F(Pf)/ir) is either 0 or has a single generator f?'1. I will

set fj?,1 = 0 */IP = 0. Then, if r^n, we have ^a/^0 if and only if d^i^(dr/n)

+2. If r = n, onlygA^0.

Proposition 19.3. Let K, p, re, ff1* be as in Proposition 19.2. The maps of

cohomology induced by 77 and 0 are as follows.

* d,i
77 (f r' ) = Oifd — its even and r 5^ r',

(a)
* d,i d,i

V (ff ) = Tr   if a — t ts odd.
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cp (fr' ) = fr'   if d — i is even,
(h)

*     d,i

$ (f r ) = 0 if d — i is odd and r y± r .

Note that 77 and cp are the identity maps if r = r'.

In performing these calculations, we make use of the observation that, if

K has characteristic p, then jp: 77(Fj,(P)/x)—>77(F(P)/x) is an isomorphism.

This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 12.1 and Theorem 11.1.

It is now possible to define natural functions Ar(wi, • • • , uT)EHiiCPnX)

by setting

hi (Ml,   •   •   •  , Ur)   = fr (Ul,   •   •   •  , Mr) • (fr"')

where d= (n/r)(mi+ • • ■ +mr) if m,G77""'(X). The properties of these func-

tions can be written down immediately from the preceding three proposi-

tions.

Proposition 19.4. Let K be afield of characteristic p and let n be a power of

p. Let d and mt be as above. Then

(1) hr(ui, • • • , ur)=0 ifi>d or iS(dr/n) + l. If r = n, this last condition

should be replaced by i<d.

(2) h\(uT,  Ml,   •   •   •   ,  Ur-l) = (-iyd+1^K(Ul,   ■   ■   ■   ,  UT).

(3) If r'\r but r' 9^r, then hT(ui, ■ ■ • , ur>, ■ ■ • , Ui, • • • , ur>) is 0 if d — i

is odd and is h(T'(ui, ■ ■ ■ ,ur>) if d — iis even.

(4) If d — iis even, h\ is multilinear. If d — i is odd, then

if 1 (1) ^   (2) \
MMl      + Ml    , «2,   •   •   •  ,  Mr)

Z, •'  ,    («'l) (»s) (»'*) N
hkr(Ul     ,  •  •  • , Ur, Ul     ,  •  •  • , Ur,   •  •   •  , Ul     ,  ■   •      , Ur)

the sum being over the same (ii, ■ • • , ik) as in Proposition 19.1.

The functions hi have an additional property which will be used in prov-

ing Theorem 21.1.

Proposition 19.5. Let K, p, and n be as in Proposition 19.4. Assume

77* (X) finitely generated in each dimension. Let vt be a base for P*(X). Then a

base for 77*(CP"X) is given by hriviv • • ■ , vir) where d^i^idr/n)+2 with

d = (w/r) 2^1 dim Vi„ r runs over all divisors of n, and the set of sequences

iii, ■ • • , i/) is given as follows.

(a) There is no r'^0 mod r such that i, = i,+T> for all s ithe indices >r being

reduced mod r).

(b) Consider the set of sequences satisfying (a). Then exactly one is chosen

from each orbit under cyclic permutation.

Proof. Since K is a field, we can find a chain map 77(X)—>C(X) inducing
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an isomorphism of homology. Consequently, H*(CPnX) = H*(F( ® nH(X))/ir).

To complete the proof, it is merely necessary to observe that ®nH(X)

splits up into a direct sum of complexes isomorphic to various Pf. The projec-

tions on the summands are given by the maps /,(»»„ • • • , vir) where r and

(*ii • • • i if) satisfy the conditions given in the Proposition.

20. Some universal maps. We can consider functions from modules to

modules satisfying conditions such as those in Proposition 19.4 as "ft(B-

maps" and ask whether there are universal ones. I will give two such uni-

versal maps here.

Proposition 20.1. Let K be a field of characteristic p and let n' be a power of

p. Let H be a graded K-module. Consider the functions \r(ui, • • • , uf) = image

of ®n',T(ui® ■ ■ • ®ur) in ®n'H/ir, defined for all r\n' and all UiEHm' such

that (n'/r)(^2mi)=d' where d' is some fixed integer. These functions are uni-

versal among functions with the following properties.

(1) Xr(wr, Ml,  •   •   • , «r_l)   =   (-   lYd'+»m'\r(uU  '", «r).

(2) \r(«l,   •   •   •  , Ur', Uh  •   ■  ■ , Ur',   •   •   ' , «1,  "  '  * i «r')   =  Xr'(«l,   '  '  • , «r') •

(3) \r is multilinear.

The proof consists of a trivial verification.

If x acts on a module A, I will denote by A T the set of elements fixed un-

der x.

Proposition 20.2. Let K, p, re', and H be as in Proposition 20.1. Consider

the functions

Yr(«i, • • • ,ur) = (1 + T+ ■ ■ ■ + Tr-1)(®n''r(ui ® • ■ ■ ® ui))

in (®"'H)T, defined for all r\n' and all UiEHmi such that (n'/r)(^,mi)=d'

where d' is some fixed integer. These functions are universal among those func-

tions having the following properties.

(1) yr(ur, ui, ■ ■ ■ , Ur-i) = (- Y)id'+1)mryr(ui, • • • , ur),

(2) 7r(«l,   •   •   •  , UT',   ■   ■   ■  , Ul,   ■   ■   ■  , Ur>)   =   0 if /  7* f,

(3) yr(«i      + Ui    ,  U2,   •   ■   •  , Ur)   = 2Sikr(Ul     ,   •   •   ■  ,  Ur,   •   •   ■   , Ui     ,   •   •   •  ,  Ur),

the sum being over the same (ii, ■ ■ • , if) as in Proposition 19.1.

The proof again is simply a mechanical verification.

Now, consider the maps hlT defined in §19. If d=(n/r)(^2 dim uf), then h\

is zero for r = n if p(i — 2)^d}zi, and it is zero for r^n/p" for ps+1(i — 2) ^d

sZpe(i — 2). We can therefore apply Propositions 20.1 and 20.2 with d'=d/p,

resp. d/p'+1 in the two cases just mentioned. This leads immediately to a

formula for H(CPnX).
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21. A formula. In this section, I will no longer assume that n is a power of

p. For each power pk of p which divides 77, define ir(pk) to be the subgroup of

x of index pk.

Let K be a field of characteristic p and let H = H*(X, K). ll A is any

graded module, let [A ]k be the ^-dimensional part of A.

Definition 21.1. If p'\ n and j and k are any integers, define G{injJr- to be

[(®nlprH)/ir(pr)]k if prk-j is even, and define it to be [(®niprHY^">}k if

prk—j is odd. We regard G as having dimension 7 not k in considering G as a

graded module.

Definition 21.2. For all j, define

7    = 2-d        Gk,n,P +2—1 2-1 Gk,n,pr.
j-^k>J!P rS2   j-fektti-DIp

Theorem 21.1. Let K have characteristic p. Assume H(X) finitely generated

in each dimension. Then there are natural isomorphisms

H'(CP"X) « [i®nH)/ir]' + J' forj > 0,

H°iCPnX) « i®nH°Y

where 77 = 77(X, P).

Proof. If 77 is a power of p, we map the right hand side into 77(CPnX)

as described at the end of §20. This map is clearly natural. To prove it is an

isomorphism, we merely choose a base for H and compare the resulting base

for the right hand side with the one given for H(CPnX) by Proposition 19.5.

Now, let 77 be arbitrary and let irp be the Sylow ^-group of x. Let ph be

the largest power of p dividing 77. Let n' = n/ph. Then

CP"X = CP^(X"')/fx/7rP)    where    ir/irp,

which is cyclic of order 77', acts on CPV (X"') by acting in the usual way on

X"'. By Theorem 11.2, dualized to cohomology,

H(CPnX) « H(CPp\X»')yi*p.

We compute H(CPP (X"')) by Theorem 21.3 which has just been proved for

powers of p. The result then follows immediately from the following well

known lemma.

Lemma 21.1. Let G be a group of order prime to p acting on a K-module A

where K is afield of characteristic p. Then AG ^A/G naturally.

Proof. Consider the maps 77 and cp defined in §11. We have v\ A°: A °^A/G

and <5: A/G^>AG. The compositions are just multiplication by the order of

G and so are isomorphisms.

I will now give some further properties of the formula given by Theorem

21.1.
The quotient map/: Xn—>CPnX induces a map/* of cohomology.
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Theorem 21.2. For all j, /*(7>')=0. If aEi®nH)/ir is represented by

a'E ®nH, then /*(a) =cro' where <r= 2~2ter t. In dimension 0, f* is simply the

inclusion (<g> "77°)T-^ ® "77°.

To prove this, we notice that

m/x: (®"P)/x-> Fi®nH)/ir

induces/* in cohomology. We then simply choose a basis for 77 and see what

u/ir does to basis elements. I will omit all details.

Theorem 21.3. The cup products in 77*(CPnX) are given as follows.

(1) Let a and b have dimension >0. Then,

(i) If a or b is in J', then ab = 0.

(ii) Let a, bEi®nH)/ir be represented by a', b'E®nH. Then ab is repre-

sented by i<ra')b' and also by a'iab') where a is as in Theorem 21.2.

(2) Let aEi®nH°)r. Let b belong to any one of the summands in the

formula for H*iCPnX), say one of the form i®niprH)/ir or (<g>"/*r77)\ Then

ab=d*a-b where the second product is the usual one in ®n,prH and d*: ®"H°

—»® niprH° is induced by the diagonal map d: Xn'pr-*Xn.

Remark 21.1. This map d* is completely determined by 77° itself. 77° has

a base of mutually orthogonal idempotents e,-, one for each component of X.

This base is determined up to permutation by the multiplicative structure of

77°. Now,

d*i®Pr ieh ® ■ ■ ■ ® einlvT)) = eh® ■ ■ • ® einlpr

while d* annihilates the remaining elements in the canonical base for ®nH°

(i.e. the base consisting of products of the e,).

I will now outline the proof of Theorem 21.3, again omitting the details

of the computation. As in the proof of Theorem 21.1, it will again be sufficient

to consider only the case where n is a power of p. Choose a basis for 77*

= 7/*(X, K). This gives a canonical decomposition of ®ni7* into a direct

sum of Pd as in the proof of Proposition 19.5, and H*(CPnX) is a direct sum

of the 77*(F(P?)/x). By the proof of Theorem 21.1, a canonical base for

H*(CPnX) is given by the images of the canonical basis elements of the

77*(F(7f)/x). To check that two maps of ®"H induce the same maps on

H*(F(®nH)/ir), it is sufficient to check this for their compositions with the

canonical injections induced by the inclusions Pd—>®"H.

To prove the formulas for cup products, it is sufficient to check them on

basis elements. Let d: 77*—*77*®77* be the diagonal map. Consider the maps

^d n—      a n n df d"

Pr ~»  ®   P* ->  ®   P*   ®   ®   P* ~* Pr'   ®  Pr".

If we compute all the induced maps

P*(F(PrOA)   ®  E*(F(PV')/ir) -> P*(F(Pr)/7T)
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we will then know the cup products of all the basis elements. In case r' = r" = n

or if d' or d" is 0, this is essentially trivial. In the remaining cases, we use the

following lemma.

Lemma 21.1. Assume d', d">0 and not both r' and r" are equal to n. Then

any map £?—>£?' ®£j?" induces the zero map

H*(F(Pdr')/T) ® H*(F(P%)/ii)^H\F(Pdi)/ir).

Proof. We can clearly assume d = d'+d". Let ro be the larger of r' and r".

Then any map Pf—»£?'®£f" factors through the left universal map

d d' d"

0:£r,^£v® PT"

given by 0(ci?o) =af' ®adT". It is therefore sufficient to verify the lemma for xp,

which is done by direct computation.

22. Computations when K=Z. Any general formula for the case K=Z

would appear to be extremely complicated. I will indicate here how to make

the computation in the case where re is a prime p. I will not give the explicit

formulas since these agree with those found by Yoshioka [27] for finite

complexes by a completely different method. The method given here is itself

interesting, however, since it can be used to prove a lemma used by Dyer and

Lashof [7] in their theory of homology operations.

In order to compute £(®"Af)/x for any Z-free chain complex Af, we split

Af into a direct sum of elementary chain complexes as in the proof of Lemma

16.2. The cross product terms £ in ®"Af will be £x-free and so we can take

£(£) =£. This, of course, uses the fact that « is prime. Because of this, it is

sufficient to find F(®"M)/ir when Af is elementary. If Af is of type 1, this is

trivial. Therefore, suppose Af is of type 2 with two generators a and 6 of

dimensions m + l and m with da = 0b. If p\d, we apply the following lemma.

Lemma 22.1. Let PES'be such that H(P) consists entirely of torsion elements

of order prime to p. Let the order of ir be a power of p. Then H(F(P)/ir) is iso-

morphic to the subgroup of H(P/ir) consisting of torsion elements of order prime

to p.

Proof. Let G he the Serre class of torsion groups with no p-torsion. By

Lemma 16.1, H(F(P)/ir)E&. The result now follows from Theorem 11.2 ap-

plied to £ and to £(£) because H(P) =H(F(P)).

Now, consider the case where p\d. The only nontrivial partial p-resolu-

tions in F(®PM) will be lF(pm) and W<-pm+p\ It is necessary to choose the

attaching map xp for W(-pm+p'> in a special way. Let Af' be the same as Af as a

module but with a new boundary operator d'a = b. Attach W(mp) to ®PM'

and define the map xp' attaching PF(pm+p) to the resulting complex. Now, let

xpk he dmP+p+1~kxpk in dimensions k such that mp + l^k^mp+p and \etxpk be

6pxpk  in dimensions k^mp. Now this is a map attaching W(pm+p'> to (®PM)
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KJW(pm) and contains a factor 0. Because of this, it is very easy to compute

the part of the homology H(F(®nM)/ir) which is due to the presence of

W{mp) and W(mp+P\ Thus, in this case, the problem again reduces to that of

computing H(®pM/it). This is trivial for p = 2 so I will assume p is odd.

The main step is the calculation of Hi®pM'/ir) where 717' is the complex

defined above.

Lemma 22.2. Let X be the Kir-complex given by the following sequence

a t a t 1
0-^P-+Px-+Px-►■■•->■ Px->P-^0

where X( = K for i = mp and mp+p, Kir for mp<i<mp+p and is zero other-

wise. Here, t = T-1 and <t = 1 + T+T2+ • ■ ■ + TP~\

Then there is a homotopy equivalence yp: X^®PM' such that ypmp(l) = ®pb

and ypmp+v(l) =yi®pa) with 7^0 mod p.

Proof. ®PM' is isomorphic to K in dimensions mp and mp+p and is

Px-free in the other dimensions. Also, Hi®pM') =0. Consequently, by using

the usual free to acyclic mapping theorems, we can construct yp, a Px-map

<2>P717'—>X, and homotopies between the compositions and the corresponding

identity maps.

To show 7^0 mod p, we simply note that Hmp+p((X/ir) ®ZP) =ZP. Since

yp is a homotopy equivalence, it cannot induce the zero map in dimension

mp+p.

Now, by using this lemma, we can immediately compute H(®pM'/ir).

We can split ®pM'/ir into a direct sum of elementary complexes. The non-

trivial ones (i.e. ones with nonzero homology) can be determined from

Hi®pM'/ir). The number of trivial ones can then be found by counting the

number of basis elements of ®pM'/ir. Now, ®pM/ir is obtained from ®pM'/ir

by multiplying each boundary operator by 6. This gives us immediately a

decomposition of ®pM/ir into elementary complexes from which we compute

H(®pM/ir).
Remark 22.1. It can be shown (by constructing an explicit map yp) that

y = ( — l)m(-p~1')!2((p — l)/2)l mod p and that any integral representative of

this can be realized by an appropriate \p.
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